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SUMMARY

Inspection on February 26, - March 7, 1980

Areas Inspected

This special inspection involved approximately 1,000 inspector-hours
on site in the areas of evaluation of the operational, maintenance,
health physics, environmental, emergency preparedness, management
control, and recovery aspects of the Non Nuclear Instrumentation
power loss and reactor trip transient involving the facility on
February 26, 1980.

.

Results

Of the seven areas inspected, no items of noncompliance or deviations
were identified in six areas; one item of noncompliance was found in

' one (Infraction - failure to follow emergency preparedness procedures
EM-206 and EM-207 - see paragraph 6.1).
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

.

1.1 Purpose and Scope

This report was prepared by the Region II Crystal River site inspection team of

the Office of Inspection and Enforcer-at of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
This inspection effort had the goals of: (1) establishing a factual recounting,

insofar as possible at this time, of the significant events surrounding the

Crystal River 3 accident of February 26; and (2) evaluating the performance of
the licensee in association with this accident as a basis for corrective action

or enforcement action as appropriate.

This report may not be complete as evaluation of the circumstances surrounding
this accident is still in progress. It is not a definitive study of every facet

of this accident or proposed corrective actions. Further studies and reports by
the licensee, the NRC, and other organizations will be needed to fully understand
this accident and to define appropriate corrective actions.
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1.2 NRC Personnel On Site

Individual Dates

James P. O'Reilly, Director, Region II 2/26-29/80
C. E. Murphy, Acting Deputy Director, Region II 2/26-29/80
K. Clark, Public Affairs Officer 2/26-29/80
R. H. Wessman, Reactor Inspector 2/26 - 3/4/80
A. Gibson, Chief, Radiation Support Section 2/26-29/80
M. Hunt, Project Inspector 2/27 - 3/2/80
W. Raymond, Reactor Inspector 2/27 - 3/2/80
J. Ashenden, Reactor Inspector 2/26 - 3/2/80
R. Marsh, Regional Investigator 2/26 - 3/2/80
D. Quick, Reactor Inspector 2/26-29/80
B. Smith, Resident Inspector 2/26 - 3/7/80
T. Donat, Reactor Inspector 3/1-6/80
A. Belisle, Reactor Inspector 2/25-29/80, 3/4-7/80
K. Besecker, Security Inspector 2/25-28/80
C. Julian, Reactor Inspector 2/26 - 3/1/80
E. Ford, Reactor Inspector 2/26 - 3/1/80
S. Ewald, Radi.ation Specialist 2/26 - 3/1/80
D. Montgomery, Radiation Laboratory Specialist 2/26-29/80
G. Gibson, Emergency Officer 2/26-29/80
P. McPhail, Radiation Laboratory Technician 2/26-29/80;

G. Troupe, Radiation Specialist 3/3-6/80
J. Buzy, Operator Licensing Branch 2/25 - 3/1/80
D. Hunter, Performance Appraisal Team 2/26-28/80
W. Shaffer, Performance Appraisal Team 2/26-28/80
D. Hinckley, Performance Appraisal Team 2/26-28/80
J. Woessner, Performance Appraisal Team 2/26-28/80,

B. Murray, Performance Appraisal Team 2/26-29/80
.
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1.3 Persons Contacted '

Florida Power Corporation '

I
l

J. A. Hancock, Director Nuclear Operations
D. Poole, Plant Manager

T. Lutkehaus, Technical Support Superintendent
P. McKee, Operations Superintendent

J. Buckner, Security Supervisor
W. Cross, Operations Engineer

J. Wright, Chem / Rad Protection Engineer

G. Ruszala, Radwaste Management Supervisor

J. Cooper, QA/QC Compliance Engineer

F. Bailey, Technical Support Technician
D. Watson, Technical Support Technician
C. Allen, Technical Support Technician
T. D. Clinard, Electrician

M. Faulkner, Instrument Technician

T. Wayble, Shift Supervisor
W. Herbert, Assistant Shift Supervisor
E. Sessoms, Chief Nuclear Operator

Also contacted were various members of the licensee's staff including
operators, technicians, and administrative personnel.

.

.

Other Organizations
.

.

R. Bowers, Deputy Secretary of Community Affairs, State of Florida
Dr. J. Howell, Health Officer, Department of Health and Rehabilitative

,

Services (DHRS), State of Florida

R. Clark, Administrator, Department of Radiological Health (DRH),<

DHRS, State of Florida

W. Johnson, Director, Radiological Laboratory, DRH, DHRS, State of
,

I. Florids
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Other Organizations - (Cont'd)

J. Aikens, Manager, Mobile Emergency Radiological Laboratory, DRH,
DHRS

C. Phillips, U.S.E.P.A.

H. Lawton, Department of Disaster Preparedness (DDP), State of Florida
G. Allen, Director, DDP, Citrus County Florida
R. Hardy, DDP, Citrus County Florida
V. Lewis, Mayor, Crystal River, Florida
J. Sabel, Mayor, Inglis, Florida

J. Nield, Mayor, Yankeetown, Florida
R. Wilder, Engineer, Catalytic Construction Company
T. Parish, Engineer, Catalytic Construction Company
C. Poppell, Engineer, Catalytic Construction Company
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2.0 PI. ANT DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

2.1 Description and Operational History

Crystal River Unit 3 is an 855 MWe nuclear plant located on a 4,738 acre site,
approximately 5 miles north of Crystal River, in Citrus County, Florida. The
nuclear steam supply system is a two loop pressurized water reactor type that
employs chemical shim and control rods for reactivity control and generates
steam with a small am3unt of superheat in once-through steam generators. The
nuclear steam supply system and the fuel core were supplied by Babcock and
Wilcox Co. The plant was constructed principally by Gilbert Associates, Inc.
(GAI) and Babcock and Wilcox (B&W).

An operating license was issued on December 3, 1977, under DPR-72. Initial

criticality was obtained on January 14, 1977, and commercial operation began on
March 13, 1977. Since that time the piant has been in routine operation inter-
rupted periodically by maintenance outages and one refueling. The unit is
scheduled for its second refueling in mid-1980.

.
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2.2 STATUS OF NUREG 0578, SHORT-TERM LESSONS LEARNED RECOMMENDATIONS

COMPLETED

1. Emergency Power Supplies

Pressurizer heater emergency power supplya.

b. Pressurizer level and pilot operated relief and block valve emergency
power supplies (existing design satisfies requirement)

2. Instrumentation To Detect Inadequate Core Cooling

Operating guidelines and procedures prepareda.

b. Saturation meters and alarm installed
Plant fabricated overlays of minimum safety limit pressure versusc.

temperature and the saturation pressure versus temperature curve were
installed on a scope in the control room.

3. Dedicated Penetration For External Recombiner Post Accident Purge System

4. System Integrity for High Radioactivity

5. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow Indicators
.

>

6. Improved Post-Accident Sampling Capability.

7. Increased Range of Radiation Monitors - Interim modifications complete

8. Improved Iodine Instrumentation - Interim modifications complete,

9. Shift Supervisor Responsibilities - Plant procedures AI-200 and AI-500
provide requirements,

..
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2.2 STATUS OF NUREG 0578, SHORT-TERM LESSONS LEARNED RECOMMENDATIONS - (Cont'(.)

COMPLETED (Continued)

10. Shift Technical Advisor - Short-term implementation in effect. Long-term

being implemented

11. Shift Turnover Procedure - AI-500 provides requirements

12. Control Room Access Control

J3. Onsite Technical Support Center - Presently use conference room as temporary

support center. It will be replaced by technical support building to be
built later this year

14. Onsite Operational Support Center - Cold machine shop

NOT COMPLETED

1. Direct Indication of Power-Operated Relief Valve and Safety Valves For

,PWRs - Will be completed by June 1, 1980

2. Diverse Containment Isolation - Will be completed prior to startup from the
current shutdown. Note that FPC had a dedicated operator in the control

.

room at all times who's first duty was to close the eight containeont
.

isolation valves when the reactor coolant system pressure is reduced to the
,

RCS pressure-low setpoint (1800). Upon reaching the Hi Pressure Injection
system setpoint (1500) this operator will trip the RCPs.

.

3. Containment Pressure, Water Level, Hydrogen Monitors and RCS Ventir.;

f Items (1), (2) and (3) are still being discussed

{
Item (4) - FPC believes theit RCS venting method is as. .ste and is

arranging a meeting with NRC to discuss>

!
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2.3 STATUS OF IE BUL2 TIN 79-27 (LOSS OF NON-CLASS IE INSTRUMENTATION AhT

CONTROL POWER SYSTEM BUS DURING OPERATION)

The licensee was in the process of developing a response to this Bulletin at the
time of this event. As a result of the event, the licensee has, in a letter to

James P. O'Reilly dated February 29, 1980, formally requested additional time to
develop this response. This additional time will allow the licensee to integrate
the experience gained from this event into the overall evaluation of the Non-Class
IE Instrumentation and Control Power Systems. The licensee will notify this office
as soon as possible of their schedule for completion of this effort. In the interim,

the licensee is discussing concerns in this area and related corrective actions with
NRR.

:
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2.4 THE NON-NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

General

The purpose of the non-nuclear instrumentation (NNI) system is to generate
signals proportional to all primary and secondary plant parameters, except for
the reactor core neutron power level, necessary for plant control. These signals
are used to provide indication in the main control room as well as at remote
panels and as inputs into the plant's integrated control system (ICS). In the

ICS the signals are used to control:

(1) steam generator water level
(2) control rod position

(3) pressurizer level and pressure
(4) deaerating feed tank level

The NNI system receives signals proportional to pressurizer pressure and reactor
coolant loop flow from the reactor protection system (RPS) which are used in
controlling pressurizer heaters and feedwater flot.

Parameters Monitored

The NNI system can be considered as consisting of seven distinct subsystems,
each essentially interfacing only with other systems outside of the NNI system.
These subsystems are:

.

(1) Reactor Coolant System which measurese

'

Loop Flow Rate **-

Loop Temperatures-

Loop Pressure-

,

Pressurizer Pressure **-

Pressurizer Level-

Pressurizer Temperature-

,

** Signal originally generated by reactor protection system detectors.'

;
,

'

!
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(2) Secondary Plant System which measures

Steam Generator Level, Operating Range / Wide Range /Startup Range-

Main Steam Pressure; Temperature, Flow-

Main Feedwater Flow, Main Feedwater Pump Differential Pressure-

Emergency Feedwater Flow-

(3) Emergency Safeguards Systems which measures

Core Flood Tank Level, Temperature, Pressure-

High Pressure Injection Flow-

Decay Heat Renoval (Low Pressure Injection) Flow-

Sodium Hydroxide Tank Level / Pressure / Temperature-

Sodium Thiosulfate Tank Level / Pressure (tank no longer used)-

(4) Purification and Makeup Control which measures

Reactor Coolant Pumps Cavity Pressure and Seal Injection Flow-

Borated Water Storage Tank Levei.-

Boric Acid Tank Level and Temperature-

Makeup Tank Level-

Letdown Flow and Letdown Valve Control-

Makeup (Charging) Line Flow-

|
l

~

(5) Reactor Building Spray Flow

(6) Condensate System Flow (DFT level)

,' (7) Spent Fuel Pool Level
.

.

Power Supplies

The electrical power distribution to the NNI system has been divided into two
trains of both AC and DC power. The AC power is normally supplied from the 480
Volt AC vital buses 3A-1 and 3B-2 through dual input inverters 3C and 3D whose

|

.
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second input power source is the station battery. As an alternate source, the
3C and 3D non-vital instrument buses can be selected using a manual switch at

the output of the inverter. The AC power is used as input power to the NNI
parameter transducers, as input power to the DC power supplies and as actuator
enhancement for the valve actuators.

The two DC power supply trains provide +24 V DC and -24 V DC from one or more
sets of modules (Figure 2.4.1). In the case of multiple supply modules in a single
train, the outputs of similar modules (i.e., all +24 V DC modules) are auction-
eered together by steering diodes to supply the train's bus. A power supply
monitoring system is provided for each train to check for the presence of in-
specification voltages at the output of each power supply and on the load side
of the auctioneering diode matrix. If the monitor detects any voltage being
below the specified minimum value of 22 V DC, it trips the input breakers to the
power supplies by shorting each breaker's loadside to ground. The DC power
train being used in a signal conditioning module is designated by an "x" or a

"y" identifier on the plant schematic.

Typical Parameter Channel Arrangement

Since most plant parameters are measured by more than one sensor, an attempt has
been made to power alternate detectors, buffer modules, and remote displays from
different power sources. Subsequent to the first buffer one of the input signals
is usually selected for further processing by signal conditioning (lead / lag or

3

j derivative /proportionel/ integral) modules before being displayed on the main
control board, used to generate control signals in the ICS, or used in generating
primary plant control signals. The selection of the detector to be used is made
at the main control board with switches or at the NNI cabinets by means of patch
cords. No provision exists to automatically switch from one detector to another
in the event of a loss of one DC power supply train (Figure 2.4.2).

i-
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2.5 ICS DESCRIPTION

The Integrated Control System coordinates the reactor, steam generator feedwater
control and the turbine under all operating conditions. The ICS maintains the
required balance between the reactor, the steam generator and the turbine for
coordinated control operation under all conditions. The ICS is capable of
following the load demand over the load range of 5% to 100% rated power. The
ICS consists of five subsystems as shown in Figure 2.5.1 - Unit Load Demand, Inte-
grated Master, Reactor Control, Steam Generator /Feedwater Control and Turbine
Control.

There are four modes of operation of the ICS. These are: Start-up, low load
control (5% to 15%), full load range (15% to 100%) and contingency operation

(runback or limit load on certain malfunctions).

In the full load range the basic requirement of the ICS is to match +.he generated
MW with the NW demand. The ICS does this by coordinating the flow of steam to
the turbine and the rate of steam production. The flow of steam is controlled
by the turbine throttle valves. The rate of steam generation is controlled by
varying the total amount of feedwater and reactor power and also maintaining a,

proper ratio between feedwater flow and reactor power so that the proper steam
conditions exist. The feedwater flow is controlled by the feedwater valves and
pumps and the reactor power is controlled by the control rods. The primary flow
in the steam generator is constant for all load points so that temperature of

$ the reactor outlet fluid (T ) is a measure of the Btu's available. The reactorh
'

inlet temperature (Tc) compared against the outlet temperature would produce an,

index of the amount of energy transferred to the feedwater. With a fixed primary
flow and a given T r any I ad, Tc is affected by the feedwater flow. If moreh
feedwater flows through the steam generator at any given load the Tc will tend,

to be lower. The values of T and Tc vary with load and the average of theseh j

two temperatures (T,y,) is used as an index of the balance between feedwater
flow and the heat available in the primary fluid or reactor power.

|
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T,y, is controlled at a constant value from 15% to 100% reactor power. There
are a number of variables that determine the amount of energy available from the
steam generator. These are: reactor coolant flow, reactor outlet temperature,
feedwater temperature, steam generator pressure and feedwater flow. If an

attempt is made to remove more energy from the steam generator than there is
available, a reduction in final steam temperature would occur. To prevent this
from happening the demand for each loop feedwater flow is limited by the condi-
tions in that loop. The effect of the limiting values are expressed by:

Dtu limit = (Th + Fwt, + Psg - 200) Rcf,

where T = Reactor outlet temperature limit {h
Fwt = Feedwater temperature limit
Psg = Steam generator pressure limit
Ref = Reactor coolant flow limit

The feedwater control subsystem is designed to maintain a total feedwater flow

equal to the feedwater flow demand. Feedwater flow is controlled through the
use of feedwater control valves while the pressure difference across these

valves is maintained constant through the use of the turbine driven feed pumps.
The pressure drop across the feedwater valves is monitored and compared to an
adjustable set point and the error signal controls the pumps. In order to

anticipate the pressure difference change due to a load change a feed forward
signal from feedwater flow demand is added to the pressure difference signal.

The feedwater flow to each steam generator is compared to the loop feedwater
demand and the difference, feedwater error, establishes the position of the
feedwater valves. In order to provide a uniform sensitivity over the full range
of flow control the two feedwater valver (main and start-up) are used.

.

To prevent the feedwater flow control from reducing the level in the steam
generator below a predetermined minimum, a low range level meter output is
compared to an adjustable set point and the difference is auctioneered against
the feedwater flow error. If the feedwater flow error tries to reduce feedwater,

,

D
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to a point where the level will drop below its minimum value, the level error

will take control of the feedwater valves. A similar control is imposed at high

loads where the level can rise to a maximum value. If main feedwater pumps fail

the minimum steam generator level is maintained by the emergency feedwater pump
through the emergency feedwater valve.

The plant has two hot legs and four cold legs with two once-through steam genera-

tors (OTSGs). The ICS monitors steam pressure from either loop A or loop B.
The selection is made manually. The pressurizer is attached to the A loop.

At Crystal River 3, upon loss of one of the two power supplies (designated
NNI-X), the hot leg temperature indication went to zero. This made the term in

the first parentheses of the Btu limit equation less than zero end therefore set

the feedwater demand equal to zero. This resulted in essentially a termination

of main feedwater flow to both steam generators by running both feedwater pumps
down to minimum speed and shutting the main and startup feedwater valves.

The loss of feedwater flow causes the reactor coolant temperature to increase,

causing an insurge to the pressurizer which causes the reactor coolant system

pressure to rise sharply.
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2.6 THE T ISAT SAT

The T,,g/P c ePuter (Figure 2.6.1) is located in the 4160 volt vital (ESF)
sat

switchgear room in the remote shutdown panel being installed. There are two
computers each receiving a complete set of loop pressure and temperatures and

'capable of computing the corresponding saturation temperatures or pressures and
the margin to each of these conditions.

1

The T /P,g computer No. I receives loop pressure and temperature information
via voltage buffers powered from the NNI X power supply while computer No. 2 )
receives signals supplied by buffer amplifiers supplied from the NNI Y power ;

supply.

The computational condition of each computer is determined by three switches*

namely: the input selector thumbwheel switch, the function selector thumbwheel j

switch, and the remote display switch. The function selector switch determines )
the overall mode of the computer in six possible positions., These positions and |
the corresponding functions are listed in Figure 2.6.2. Een the function

selector switch is in positions 0 or 4 the parameter being displayed is either !

; loop pressure or T,,g (which is computed from loop pressure) and is independent
of the input selector switch position. E en the function selector switch is in
positions 1, 2, 3 or 5 the ir7ut selector switch position determines which loop
temperature is being used by the computer. Similarly, when the function selectors

switch is in positions 1 or 3, the parameter being displayed is either P,,g
I (computed from the loop temperature selected) or loop temperatures and the
a remote display switch is inoperative. In all other function selector switch
^t positions, the position of the remote display switch (loop A, loop B) determines

which pressure will be used in the computer. The parameters generated by the

j computer are loop pressure, Psat, Psat "**8I"' I p temperature, Tsat, and Tsat

margin and are displayed locally and at the remote meters mounted on the main'

control board. The display consists only of the numerical value of the parameter
and does not indicate its units (PSIG or 'F).

,
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Based on the investigations of the week of March 3,1980, several concerns about

the implementation of the T,, /P,, computer at Crystal River were identified.

Specifically: (a) the present design does not specifically identify which
parameter is being displayed, i.e., loop temperature, T,, or Tsat "*#8 " '"di

does not indicate the units of the parameter being displayed, (b) the two most
critical switches: input selector and function selector are located in the 4160
vital (ESF) switchgear room and could be manipulated by persons without the
knowledge or consent of the control room operators, (c) the meaning of the
various positions of the computer's input and functions selector thumbwheel
switches is not clearly identified anywhere in the vicinity of the switches, (d)
the control room operator does not know which loop temperature is being supplied,
hence both computers could be selected to the same temperature and both indica-

tions would then be lost in the event that the common sensor malfunctioned.
These items will be raviewed during subsequent inspections (80-14-10, through
80-14-13).

:
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" T-SAT /P-SAT Computer

i r
_.

RC 3A EB3 Ioop A Preczure

4-7-10 (3) <
,

INPUT F'JNCTION RC 4A MV/V3 Th (wide range)
g

SWITCH SWITCH
4-2-13 -c

, _

5 o
,, .[ RC 5A EB7 Tc (wide range)

'3-7-1 (4) X
T-SAT /P-SAT

-

Computer #1

|RCEBEB2 Loop B Pressure

. 4-7-10 (4) :c

RC SB MV/M3 Th (wide range)
DIS LAY

4-2-15 :t

Loop A ~

j
Loop B Rr J EB7 Tc (vide range)

|3-/~2 (4) :t
REMOTE METER

Vital Bus 3B
Dist Pal 3B

RC 3A EB3 Loop A Pressure
, ,

6-5-8 (4) 7

N .RC 4A MV/V4 Th (wide range)'

INPUT FUNCTION ~ 6-2-13
E

SWITCH SWITCH

-

IRC SA EB8 Tc (wide range),

_

_E 6-5-8 (2)E
.r

- ,

T-SAT /P-SAT
Computer #2 [RC 3B EB 3 | Loop B Pressure

6-6-1 (3) y
~~"

_

Th (wide range)RC 4B MV/M4
ir

I
-3-2 'r6

.

: -

DISPLAY g

I
L RC SB EB8 Tc (wide range)

y oop A
Loop B 6-5-8 (3) -g

REMOTE METER

?
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{ FIGURE 2.6.2

/P COM M MSAT SAT

T /P COMPUTER
AT SNCHES REMOTE

'

INPUT FUNCTION DISPLAY READING ACCEPTANCE''

THUMBWHEEL THUMBWHEEL SWITCH DISPLAYED CRITERIA COMMENTS

X 0 LOOP-A LOOP PLANT METER Loop pressure displayed based on'

OR PRESSURE 20 psig " remote display switch" independent
LOOP-B of input selector switch.

0-7 1 X P TACH' STEAM TABLE P displayed based on input
SATi

(TEMP; sEIbetorswitchpositior. Display
3
' independent of remote display switch.

gb)i2 P@ctorswhchtemperatureand
0-7 2 LOOP-A MARGIN (P-P margin displayed based on input

'
OR P AG G s

| LOOP-B SAT | TEMP control board selected loop pressure.
,

I! EACH

h| , PRESS

i, e
'

0-7 3 X LOOP PLANT METER Loop temperature being displayed
TEMPERATURES 2*F is based on input selector switch

'

position and is independent of
control board switches.

SATyAG ) SEAM TABE T displayed is based on remote. X 4 LOOP-A T
sat

OR (PRESS / display switch selected.
LOOP-B

4 0-7 5 LOOP-A MARGIN (T -T) 2 F T margin displayed is based on
SAT

OR T AG t$$tinput selector switch position
SAT

j LOOP-B PRESS,, as well as the remote display

EACH)I
meter switch.i

* '
MP
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3.0 MAJOR EVENTS SUMMARY

On the afternoon of February 26, 1980, Crystal River Unit 3 was operating at
100% full power under steady state conditions with the Integrated Control System
in full automatic. The normal shift complement was on duty. Several NRC inspectors
were on site (one I&E inspector was in the control room conducting a routine
inspection and a member of the NRC Operator Licensing Branch was in the control
room conducting an operator exam). A Florida Power Corporation technician was
performing routine calibration and testing of a component powered by the Y power
supply in the Non-Nuclear Instrument (NNI) cabinet No. 6. A routine reactor

building purge was in progress.

At 2:23 p.m. a short circuit occurred in a component powered by the NNI X power
supply. This was s.bsequently attributed to misaligned pin connectors in a card-
to-card connection in the "Tsat" meter circuitry. This circuitry card was instal-
led February 15, 1980, as a result of lessons learned from TMI, and provides
operator indication of the amount of subcooling existing in the reactor for the
existing plant pressure. (Circumstances surrounding the misalignment are being
examined by the NRC to determine if a noncompliance with regulatory requirements
exists regarding the cards manufacture, installation, or preoperational testing.)
The initiating event was not attributed to technicians working in the NNI cabinet.
The NNI component failure caused a trip of the NNI X power supply.

; The trip of the X power supply affected NNI control board indicators served by
this power supply (such as reactor coolant system temperature, pressure, and

i flow; steam generat'or pressure and level; and pressurizer level). It also

caused an Open signal to be sent to the pressurizer pilot operated relief valve
(PORV) and the pressurizer spray valve. The failure also caused false control

'

signals to be sent to the integrated control system the more significant of
which caused the control rods to withdraw and a reduction in feedwater flow to

j the steam generators.

I
'

The reduction in feedwater flow reduced the reactor heat removal rate below the
reactor heat generation rate yielding a RCS pressure and temperature increase,

.
in spite of the open PORV and pressurizer spray valve. Fourteen seconds after

9
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the initial NNI power failure the reactor tripped in response to a high system
pressure of 2300 psig sensed by the reactor protection system. Shortly after
the reactor trip, the turbine generator tripped.

The reactor shutdown, coupled with the open PORV and pressurizer spray valve,
caused a partial depressurization of the reactor coolant system. This was
limited by the operators who, in response to a high reactor coolant drain tank
(RCDT) alarm, shut the PORV block valve. (The RCDT receives discharge from the
PORV, pressurizer code safety valves, and various valve leak-off and drain lines

1

in the containment). The RCS pressure decrease was terminated at a system !

pressure of approximately 1500 psig by the automatic initiation of high pressure
injection (part of emergency core cooling) at 2:27 p.m.

The control room operators responded in accordance with plant emergency proce-
dures. These procedures and the operators' training reflected the experience
gained from the THI accident. As part of their response, the four reactor
coolant pumps were shut down, the reactor building purge was terminated, and
prescribed building isolation valves were closed. The operators also sought to
determine the cause of the loss of power to control board instrumentation served
by the NNI X-power supply.

The discharge of steam through the PORV prior to its block valve being' closed
had been enough to overpressurize the reactor coolant drain tank. The rupture
disc on this tank blew, releasing steam r.nd non-condensible radioactive gases tof

the containment (reactor building) atmosphere. By 2:31 p.m. containment pressure
reached 2 psig, yielding a containment high pressure alarm. The containment

atmosphere monitor revealed increasing containment radioactivity levels.

From the time the ICS reduced steam generator feedwater at 2:23 p.m. (in response
to false signals generated by the failed portion of NNI) until 2:30 p.m., virtually
no feedwater was added to the steam generators, at which time feed was returned

' to OTSG-B. By 2:32 p.m. the "A" steam generator boiled to a low level and was

automatically isolated. In recognition of the need to assure steam generator
feedwater, control room operators started emergency feedwater pumps. A OTSG was-

F not fed until 2:44 p.m. when NNI-X was restored.

. . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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|

During this period the minimum subcooling margin for the transient was experienced. |
Evaluation of data indicates that the minimum suocooling margin was about 8'F
and was reached at about 2:30 p.m. No evidence exists of coolant bulk boiling l

1or core damage.
|

In that the operators did not have reliable indication of plant pressure and
pressurizer level, nor did they yet know the cause of their difficulties, they
did not act to terminate the RCS pressure increase being caused by the high
pressure injection water flow. The pressurizer filled and, when plant pressure
reached approximately 2400 psig, the pressurizer code safety valve RCV-8 lifted.
This was the peak pressure encountered during the transient. The lifting of
this valve released reactor coolant water and steam to the reactor coolant drain
tank and via its blown rupture disc to the containment.

Shortly after the trip the Crystal River 3 radwaste supervisor went to the
control room to monitor radiation levels and indicators. This was his routine |

practice after reactor trips as, on some ocessions, previous reactor trips had
resulted in low-level radiation releases to the auxiliary building which could
be monitored on the control room instrumentation. By 2:30 p.m. increasing
radiation inside containment was evident to the radwaste supervisor. This

iincrease was due to the offgassing of the spilled reactor coolant and the noncon- I

densibles released via the RCDT blown rupture disc. By 2:34 p.m. a containment
|

high radiation alarm of 10 R/hr was received from the dome monitor (actually
located on top of the reactor building elevator shaft). By 2:45 p.m. this
monitor reached its peak value of approximately 50 R/hr and then slowly began to
decline. The radwaste supervisor, monitoring the changes in reactor building
radiation levels, anticipated possible radiological consequences due to this
event. Consequently he called the health physics control point and instructed
all HP personnel scheduled to be relieved at the 3:00 p.m. shift change to
remain on site. This action assured that 12 HP technicians and 4 supervisors
would be available during the evening of February 26 to provide radiological
monitoring.,

t
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At 2:44 p.m., after several unsuccessful attempts to restore NNI power, the NNI
X-bus was repowered by removing the power supply monitor module and closing the

power supply breakers. The control board indication and ICS control inputs were
restored after 21 minutes had elapsed. Control room operators were able to

determine that the "A" steam generator was dry; the pressurizer was apparently
solid (level off scale high); RCS pressure was nearly 2400 psig; reactor coolant
loop average outlet temperature was 556*F, reactor loop average inlet temperature

Thewas 532*F; and the maximum core exit thermocouple temperature was 531*F.

operators confirmed that natural circulation cooling was established (with heat
removal primarily via the "B" steam generator) and that a subcooling reargin of

131*F existed.

Offsite NRC organizations first became aware of the situation at 2:35 p.m. when
the plant manager called the Region II project inspector to inform him of the
trip and plant status at that time. At 2:45 p.m. the licensee initiated contact
with NRC Headquarters and the Region II Emergency Center via the NRC hotline.

The regional center was activated at this time and the Headquarters response
team assembled by 3:05 p.m. The licensee's actions at this time were in accordance

|with the Crystal River 3 emergency plan and the NRC response was covered by the, 1

agency's emergency response procedures. |

Just after the restoration of the NNI power supply at 2:44 p.m., the reactor
building pressure reached 4 psig. This pressure initiated an automatic building
isolation and high pressure / low pressure injection by the engineered safeguards

system. The operators confirmed proper actuation of engineered safeguards
components and, now that plant parameters could be monitored on the control
board, began to take actions to recover from the transient and stabilize the*

plant. High pressure injection flows were throttled which decreased plant
,

pressure to about 2300 psi, allowing RCV-8 to rescat. Cooling water to essential
components in the reactor building was restored. Feedwater was restored to the

"A" steam generator by 2:56 p.m. In that the release of reactor coolant water
to the containment was essentially terminated (except for minor RCS leakage)
with the closure of RCV-8, building pressure began to slowly drop and was back

.

: ,' to atmospheric (0 psig) in about 2 hours.
it |

! |
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Although the situation appeared to be improving the plant manager and control'

room staff evaluated the situation against the criteria for declaration of an
emergency. The criteria for a Class "A" emergency had been met. With the

discharge of reactor coolant to the containment as confirmed by the reactor
building dome radiation monitor alarm at 2:34 p.m., one of the criteria for a

Class "B" loss of coolant accident (LOCA) emergency was met, however, reactor
building spray was never actuated and the licensee did not have indication of
offsite radiological consequences (as effluent monitors displayed no increase in

elevels). At 3:05 p.m. a Class "B" emergency was declared, and at 3:17 p.m. a
'

site evacuation of unnecessary pesonnel was ordered. Evacuation and account-
ability was completed by 3:45 p.m. The NRC was advised of this declaration via
the hotline. Also at 3:17 p.m., consistent with the facility emergency plan,
the plant manager called the State Warning Point - Tallahassee to advise the

State of the emergency condition. At 3:30 p.m. the State emergency plan was
activated. |

The NRC Region II office began to evaluate plant conditions immediately upon
activation of the regional emergency center. A site response team was formed
and, upon notification of the site emergency declaration, was dispatched from
the regional office via charter jet. This team consisted of the regional office ;

1acting deputy director, two senior healt: physics inspectors, and two senior '

( operations inspectors. The team arrived on site shortly after 6:00 p.m. |

|

| Licensee actions were pursuant to the facility emergency plan with two minor
exceptions:

(1) the environmental survey team was not dispatch,ed until about.
.

3:30 p.m. Once a Class "B" emergency was declared (at 3:05 p.m.) this team
*

should have been immediately dispatched to monitor for offsite releases, even
though plant effluent monitors indicated no such release. (2) Notification of
the State Warning Point - Tallahassee is required by procedure to be via the

!

| National Warning System (NAWAS). This notification was made via commercial

phone line, as the licensee sought to keep the precautionary emergency declaration
f "in perspective" since no offsite radiological releases were evident; however,
.: this delayed notification of local agencies.
4

D

*The use, in this report, of 3:05pm for the declaration of the emergency is not'

.

k definitive but represents'a best estimate based on event reconstruction. Records
W are incomplete until 3:17pm, when subsequent actions and notifications were
'

recorded.
- . . . - . . . . -_ . . - - - -
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Subsequent to the emergency declaration various notifications to the media,
State and federal agencies were made. By 4:00 p.m. the NRC had completed initial

| notifications to DOE, EPA, FEMA, the White House, HEW, and the State of Florida.

At 4:15 p.m. the licensee made an initial press release stating that the unit
was shut down in response to an emergency condition. At 4:30 p.m. the plant
manager updated the State Warning Point with plant status. Notification and
updates to various offsite agencies regarding plant status continued throughout
the evening of February 26.

During the period between 3:05 p.m. (when the Class "B" emergency was declared)

and 6:30 p.m. (when the Class "B" emergency was terminated) licensee actions

were directed towards fully ascertaining plant status, assuring no offsite
release of radioactivity had occurred, communicating with various offsite support
and emergency preparedness organizations, and moving the plant towards a normal

hot standby condition.

By 3:50 p.m. the licensee had determined that, pursuant to small break operating
guidelines promulgated after the TMI accident, no LOCA condition existed and
adequate core cooling was in progress. At this time high pessure injection was
terminated and normal makeup and letdown reestablished to control reactor coolant

system pressure at about 2300 psig. Primary system average temperature was
approximately 450*F and natural circulation core cooling was in progress using
the steam generators in the normal natural circulation cooling mode. At 4:00 p.m.
the licensee commenced the pressurizer heatup to restore a bubble in the pressu-
rizer as the plant was still " solid".

.

.

Shortly after 4:00 p.m. initial confirmatory samples were obtained to determine
'

evidence of environmental releases or unusual core conditions. Environmental
samples reported at 4:07 p.m. indicated no activity above background. An initial

.
reactor coolant sample was taken lat 4:15 p.m. (whose results required about two
hours for analysis). This sample revealed an increase in dose-equivalent iodine*

that was characteristic of previous post-reactor trip iodine samples for Crystal
River 3. Followup reactor coolant samples taken on the 26th and 27th of February

,

(
did not show evidence of fuel damage.

.

;
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By 6:00 p.m., the initial NRC site response team of five individuals arrived on
site. Additional personnel including the Region II Director, arrived later that
evening and the following day to monitor recovery activities. The Region II
mobile laboratory arrived at the site area at 8:45 p.m. and obtained confirmatory
environmental samples throughout the night of February 26-27. No samples revealed
activities above background.'

i

By 6:30 p.m., the licensee terminated the Class "E" emergency as the plant was

stable, no releases to the environment were evident, and no criteria for main-
taining this state of emergency existed.

At 9:07 p.m. , after establishing pressurizer pressure control and in consultation
with B&W and NRC representatives, two reactor coolant pumps were started reestab-

lishing forced correction cooling of the reactor core. RCS pressure was about
2000 psig, temperature was about 420'F and pressurizer level was about 235
inches. Heat was removed via the steam generators and turbine bypass valves to
the condenser. The reactor was now in a normal hot standby condition.

During the night of February 26-27, plant conditions remained stable while the
plans for recovery were formulated and offsite agencies notified as to the plant
status. The NRC maintained coverage of licensee activities and continued environ-

mental sampling as a backup to the licensee's sampling program.

The plant was maintained in the hot shutdown mode until February 29. During

this period an out-of-service Decay Heat Closed Cycle Cooling Pump (provides

k heat sink water flow for the decay heat system) was restored to operability.
NThis assured the availability of two parallel heat removal trains when the plant

was placed on decay heat cooling.

Also during this period, the reactor building sump water was sampled (exhibited
radioactivity levels approximating reactor coolant) and the building atmosphere
was sampled. The licensee developed plans for processing the estimated 43,000
gallons of spilled reactor water and returning it to the inplant tanks.

.

.
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|
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The first batch of about 4100 gallons of spilled reactor coolant was transferred

from the building sump to the Miscellaneous Waste Storage Tank on February 28.
The water was processed via the liquid radioactive waste processing system and a ;

temporary piping arrangement to the spent fuel pool. From the spent fuel pool I

lthe water was pumped to the Borated Water Storage Tank. During the period |

between February 28 and March 5, all the spilled water was reprocessed. None of
this water was released to the environment.

On February 29 the plant was placed on Decay Heat Cooling in accordance with |
normal plant procedures. The plant was placed in Mode 5 (Ccid Shutdown) at i

7:55 a.m. on February 29.

Prior to personnel reentry to the containment, the atmosphere of the reactor

building required purging. This is to remove radioactive gases (mostly iodines)

which were released to the building from the spilled reactor coolant. (Purging 1

1

is also required prior to reactor building entry after normal plant shutdowns.) |

In accordance with normal purge procedures a reactor building purge was commenced |

through filters to remove radioactive iodine and particulates on March 5. Upon

completion of the purge, an initial personnel entry to the reactor building was
made on March 7.

Throughout the recovery phase the NRC maintained onsite coverage of licensee
activities. -During the first two days following the transient as many as 25 NRC

personnel were onsite. As the pace of licensee activities slowed, and the plant
was brought to a cold shutdown condition, this number decreased to about half a

dozen personnel. Later, this number was decreased to support normal inspection
: and transient analysis activities.
s

.
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4.0 DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

4.1 Initial Conditions

Just prior to 2:23 p.m. on February 26, 1980, Crystal River Unit 3 was operating
at 100% full power under steady state conditions with the Integrated Control
System in full automatic. Reactor coolant average temperature and pressure were
at the nominal full power values of 579'F and 2155 psig, respectively, and all
four reactor coolant pumps and both main feedwater pumps were operating. In |
addition to the normal FPC shift personnel on duty in the control room, a member
of the NRC Operator Licensing Branch was present conducting operator exams. '

Members of the NRC Performance Appraisal Branch were also present conducting a
routine inspection. An FPC Technical Support Technician was working in non-
nuclear instrumentation (NNI) cabinet 6 performing routine calibration and
testing of a component connected to the NNI Y power supply. At 2:10 p.m., two

members of the plant Maintenance Department exited the reactor building after
taking routine vibration measurements on a reactor building fan cooler unit
recently returned to service following maintenance.

4.2 Operational Sequence of Transient
|

NNI Loss of Power

The event which initiated the subsequent plant transient was an apparant short-

circuit on a saturation meter voltage buffer card causing loss of the positive
24 VDC NNI. X power supply. The short circuit caused an X-bus under voltage and

c.

failure.th zero positive volts. By circuit design, a zero positive voltage on
the NNI power bus will also cause the negative 24 VDC bus supply to isolate
after a variable 0.25 to 0.5-second time delay. The X-bus positive and negative
24 VDC were thus isolated at 21 seconds after 2:23 p.m. on February 26, 1980
(2:23:21 clock time). The immediate results of a loss of NNI X power were
observable in three ways from the control room.

h
:.
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(1) All control board indications from process instrumentation powered by the
NNI X supply (either directly or through X powered buffer amplifiers down-
stream of NNI Y supplied power) failed to a mid-scale reading. In addition
to failure of the control board indications, the same inputs to the Integrated
Control System (ICS) also failed. The failed indication and control informa-

tion included process signals such as reactor coolant average temperature,
reactor coolant flow, reactor outlet temperature, reactor coolant pressure,
pressurizer level (temperature compensated), steam generator pressure and
steam generator level. Process instrumentation powered solely from the
NNI Y power supply remained operational, along with Engineered Safety
Feature actuation instrumentation, which is powered from entirely separate
vital power supplies. However, the control operators lost approximately
80% of the control room instrumentation normally used to monitor the status I

of the reactor coolant system, engineered safeguards systems, reactor
auxiliary systems and other non-nuclear plant systems.

(2) When the positive 24 VDC power supply was lost, an open signal was provided
to the pressurizer pilot-operated-relief-valve (PORV) and the pressurizer
spray valve. (Note that the open signal was generated solely due to the
NNI power failure and not due to a reactor coolant pressure condition. The
PORV lift pressure setpoint is 2450 psig, a condition not reached at any
time during the ensuing transient.) With the open signal present, the PORV
control circuitry " sealed in" on the signal. It is probable that the PORV

went full open within its 3-second stroke time. The pressurizer spray
.

I ', valve began to move open upon loss of the positive 24 VDC supply, but since
..

|- its 40% open indication did not activate, it stroked open to a position
'

somewhere between 0% and 40% open. The subsequent loss of negative 24 VDC

power stopped motion of the spray valve motor operator, but could not clear
the PORV open signal (to allow valve closure) when a low reactor coolant
pressure condition developed later in the transient.

The opening of the POR\ is annunciated on an alarm panel located above the

;j main control board and subsequent review of the alarm typer printout con-
firmed that the open PORV status was annunciated at time 2:23:21 p.m. This.

,

i 8

h
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alarm occurred simultaneous with several other alarms and, based on operator
interviews, the PORV open condition was not immediate;e noticed. However,
the open PORV and spray valves were noted by the control operators late: in

the transient based on other indications, and block vaves upstream of the I

PORV and spray valves were closed in a timely manner.

(3) The ICS receives inputs from NNI X powered instrumentation, as noted above.
When the NNI instrumentation failed, the ICS responded to the erroneous
input signals and the overall response was to do two things: (a) when

indicated reactor coolant average temperature (T,y,) failed to mid-scale |
'

(below normal operating T,y,), the ICS called for control rod withdrawal in
an attempt to return T,y, ts the 580*F full power setpoint value. However,

| control rod withdrawal was quickly inhibited by the 103% full power Reactor
Demand High Limit in the ICS. (2) The failure of reactor coolant outlet
temperature and flow indications to mid-scale (below normal operating
valves) caused a Btu limit on the steam generators, a condition indicative
of a mismatch in thermal output between the reactor and steam generators.
In this case, with reactor coolant outlet temperature and flew low, the
signal to the ICS was that the reactor heat output was much lower than it
actually was, or conversely, that the steam generator heat removal was much

1

greater than needed by the apparant reactor output. The ICS response to
this condition was to quickly reduce feedwater flow to both steam generators
by causing both main feedwater pumps to run back to the minimum speed :

lstops. A substantial reduction in feedwater to the steam generators was
s

accomplished in less than 30 seconds.
.

In summary then, at' time 2:23:21 p.u. on 2/26/80, the NNI X power supply failed;
that failure was accompanied alacat simultaneously by a loss of most control |

board instrumentation, an openf ag of the PORV and pressurizer spray valves, and
{ a substantial reduction in feedwater flew to both steam generators as a result
I of ICS response to erroneous inputs from faulty instrumentation. At this same

time, the reactor continued to generate heat equivalent to 100% full power
operation.

|
|
,

*
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Reactt: Trip / Turbine Tripa

The open PORV and pressurizer spray valve began to depressurize the reactor
coolant system (RCS) as evidenced by an RCS pressure recorder that remained
operable throughout the transient. Steeting at time 2:23:21 p.m. , RCS pressure
decreased from 2155 psig to 2135 psig over the next several seconds. However,

i the rapid reduction in feedwater flow to the steam generators and associated
decrease in reactor heat removal offset the effects of the open relief and spray

valves and the reactor temperatures and pressure rose rapidly. Fourteen seconds
after the loss of NNI X power, reactor pressure reached the 2300 psig high

pressure trip setpoint and the reactor was automatically shut down by the reactor
protection system at time 2:23:35 p.m. Shutdown of the reactor provided a trip

signal to automatically shut down the turbine generator.

The effect of the reactor shutdown, coupled with the still open PORV and pres-

surizer spray valve, was to cause a partial depressurization of the reactor
'

coolant system. Reactor coolant pressure decreased from 2322 psig (peak value
at reactor trip) to a minimum recorded value of 1330 psig at 2:30 p.m. Two

events occurred during the interim period to limit the pressure reduction.

Reactor coolant water discharged through the PORV raised the water level in the

reactor coolant drain tank and a high level alarm on this tank was received in

the control room at 2:25:50 p.m. Control operator noted the alarm and that RCS
pressure was at 1650 psig and decreasing (based on an operable pressure'

indication on an Engineered Safeguards System panel) and subsequently closed the
PORV block valve. The pressurizer spray block valv'e was also closed at some

: time during this period. Shortly after receipt of the drain tank alarm, reactor
,

pressure reached 1500 psig and High Pressure Injection (HPI) Pumps A and C (part
of the emergency core cooling system) automatically started at about 2:26:41 p.m.

~

With the block valves closed and both HPI pumps operating, the RCS pressure
decrease was terminated and pressure recovery began. As noted later in this

' discussion, RCS pressure remained high throughout the rest of the transient and
adequate subcooling margins were maintained. During the period between reactor

,

trip and EPI initiation, the lowest subcooling margin of approximately 8'F was
I experienced and is worthy of closer examination since the possibility of localized
? voiding of the hot channels of the core did exist at this time.

1

I?

|, .
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Subcooling Margin

During the post-incident review of the transient, data from the post trip review
sequence and incore thermocouples was used to develop a graph of RCS pressure,
core outlet temperature and saturation temperature versus time. Refer to

4

Figure 4.2.1. The plot of core outlet temperature was extrapolated from the
point of reactor trip (2:23 p.m.) to 2:33 p.m due to a lack of core temperature
data during this period. 'The extrapolated portion of the curve is supported,

'

'

however, by alarm typer data, which provided values of 18'F subcooling at 2:27 p.m.
and 21*F subcooling at 2:31 p.m. From Figure 4.2.1, it is evident that the

lowest indicated margin of subcooling (8*F) occurred for a very short time
during the period of minimum reactor coolant system pressure. The conclusion

)
that some margin to saturation was maintained is also supported by observations !

!of the plant subcooling meter made in the control room during the transient.
t

iPlant Response: Control Board Blackout - 2:23 p.m. to 2:44 p.m.

Following shut down of the reactor and turbine generator, plant operators responded
;

in accordance with instructions prescribed by emergency procedures for these

As a result of the ICS reduction of feedwater to the steam generators,events.

a high level developed in the deaerator feed tank and both condensate pumps
1tripped at 2:24 p.m. Following HPI initiation at 2:27 p.m., plant operators

.
closed the reactor building purge valves, radwaste disposal valves and reactor

' ,

coolant drain tank reactor building (RB) isolation valves in accordance with
.

Short Tern Instruction No. 80-17. The four reactor coolant pumps were also shut
[ down in accordance with emergency procedures.

'

The first indications that blowdown from the PORV had caused the reactor coolant
drain tank rupture disc to burst occurred at 2:27 p.m. Bursting of the rupture
disc was evidenced by an observable increase in RB air pressure from -0.75 psig
to -0.55 psig. RB pressure continued to increase gradually and reached 2 psig
by 2:31 p.m. RCS pressure at 2:31 p.m. was at approximately 1400 psig (increasing)e

and it is probable that the code safety valves had not lifted prior to this
time. This was confirmed by the control operators at 2:31 p.m. by obtaining

| safety / relief valve temperatures from the plant computer. The tailpipe tempera- |
[ tures for RCV-8, RCV-9 and RCV-10 were found to be 233'F,146'F and 349'F, 1
1
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respectively. The 349*F value for the PORY (RCV-10) confirmed it had been open.
The 233*F temperature reading for RCV-8 was higher than normal, but less than it
would read later in the transient. The higher than normal temperature for RCV-8
would indicate that the valve had been weeping prior to the start of the transient.

From the time the ICS reduced feedwater flow to both steam generators at 2:23 p.m.
until 2:32 p.m., virtually no additional feedwater was added to either steam
generator. This condition resulted, in part, from feedwater pump discharge
pressuras becoming less than steam generator pressures following runback of the
feed pumps, and, in part from the faulty steam generator indications supplied to
the ICS, which inhibited additional flow from the feedwater pumps. Both steam
generators started to boil dry at the start of the transient. At 2:31 p.m.
Engineered Safeguard pressure switches detected that the "A" steam generator

outlet pressure was less than 600 psig and it was automatically isolated, as
designed. (This isolation feature exists to provide core protection against a
steam /feedwater line rupture accident and its actuation is keyed to steam gentra-
tor pressure decreasing below 600 psig only - and thus, could not differentiate
between a dry, intact generator and a rupture condition.) Isolation of the "A"

steam generator caused all steam and feedwater valves (including emergency
feedwater) associated with the generator to close, followed by automatic shut
down of the 1A main feedwater pump, which occurred at 2:32 p.m. In response to
the "A" steam generator isolation and in recognition of the need to assure
feedwater, control operators started the first emergency feedwater pump at

| 2:32 p.m., and subsequently started a second emergency feedwater pump in the
period from 2:33 p.m. to 2:44 p.m. Level in the "B" steam generator was

increased to 95% on the operating range by 2:30 p.m., at which time feedwateri

control valve FWV-34 was closed to prevent overfilling the generator beyond 100%
indicated level.

9

At 2:33 p.m. the control operators obtained a printout of incore thermocouple,

data to determine the highest core outlet temperature, the high value was 560*F.
RCS pressure was 2353 psig at that time and thus, a subcooling margin of 100*F
had been established.

|
.

o
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By 2:38 p.m., HPI flow had increased RCS pressure to about 2400 psig, the highest
pressure reached during the transient. Code safety valve RCV-8 probably began
to lift at this time (below its normal lift setpoint of 2500 psig) and discharged

additional water into the reactor coolant drain tank. Lifting of the valve was

confirmed by the control operator at 2:50 p.m., when tailpipe temperatures for
RCV-8 read 356*F, an increase of 123*F over the earlier reading. Reactor coolant
water continued to discharge through RCV-8 until HPI was subsequently (2:52 p.m.)
reduced by the operators as the transition to normal pressure control was made.
During the interim, the water entering the reactor coolant drain tank overflowed

the tank onto the reactor building floor and flashed to steam causing an increase

in pressure in the reactor building. Reactor building pressure eventually reached

4 psig which resulted in an automatic isolation of the building at 2:44 p.m.

Finally, during the period from 2:23 p.m. to 2:44 p.m., Reactor Building Dome

Radiation Monitor RMG-19 alarmed a high radiation level at 2:34 p.m. Radiation

levels inside the reactor building continued to increase during the safety / relief

valve blowdown period and RMG-19 peaked at a value of 50 R/hr. The reactor building

radiation levels were caused by the release of noncondensible gases from the reactor

coolant water as it was discharged into the open reactor coolant drain tank.

NNI X Power Restored: Plant Status - 2:44 p.m.

Af ter several unsuccessful attempts to restore NNI power, the X bus was repowered
at 2:44 p.m. by removing the NNI X power supply monitor module. This allowed
the power supply breakers to be reset. With NNI X power restored, accurate

information was again displayed on the main control board and the following

plant status was observed: the "A" steam generator was dry; the pressurizer was
solid (level indicated offscale high) reactor coolant loop average outlet temper- 1

,

|

sture was 556*F; the reactor coolant average temperature was 532'F; reactor

coolant system pressure was 2400 psig (saturation temperature for this pressure i

is 662*F); and the maximum cor.e exit thermocouple temperature was 531*F. This
information confirmed that natural circulation had been established when the
reactor coolant pumps were shut down earlier and was in progress. A subcooling

,
margin of 131*F existed for the reactor coolant system.

|

;
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Plant Response: Recovery Phase - 2:44 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
8

During the next several hours, plant operator efforts were directed toward
regaining normal control of the plant as well as to respond to indications of
required emergency actions. Just after restoration of NNI power at 2:44 p.m., a

reactor building isolation occurred when reactor building pressure reached 4
psig. The operators verified all automatic actions occurred properly for high
pressure injection, low pressure injection and reactor building isolation and
cooling. Then, at 2:46 p.m., non-essential engineered safeguard systems were
bypassed to again balance high pressure injection flow and restore cooling water
to essential components inside the reactor building. The highest value reactor
building pressure reached during the transient was 4.5 psig. This pressure
gradually decreased over the next two hours as safety valve discharge into the
reactor coolant drain tank was terminated. Reactor building pressure returned to

less than 0 psig by 5:00 p.m.

Earlier injection of relatively cold emergency feedwater into the "B" steam

generator gradually decreased steam generator pressure to 600 psig, resulting in
a "B" steam generator isolation at 2:52 p.m. All feedwater and steam supply

valves closed and the 3B main feedwater pump automatically shut down. "B" steam

Bothgenerator level at the time of isolation was 70% on the operating range.
|

steam generator isolations were bypassed at about 2:57 p.m. to re-establish j

feedwater flow. Since the "A" steam generator had been dry up to this point,

feedwater was slowly admitted through the auxiliary feedwater header via the

emergency feedwater bypass valves to minimize thermal shock to the steam
Feed-generator metal and to minimize cooldown of the reactor coolant system.'

,.

water was not immediately added to the "B" steam generator since its level was

at 65% on the operating range. Instead, the "B" steam generator level was

allowed to steam down slowly as level in the "A" steam generator was increased

in order to get both generators at nearly the same level. This action served to
minimize core inlet temperature differential and allow better control over
reactor coolant pressure and cooldown rates. Once steam generator levels were

Thisabout equal, they were gradually increased to 95% on the operating range.;
4

was accomplished by about 4:00 p.m.
4

.
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At 2:52 p.m., after verifying satisfactory natur-1 circulation and a subcooling
margin of 147'F (based on 2390 psig reactor coolant pressure and a maximum core
outlet temperature of 515*F), plant operators throttled HPI flow to 250 gpm to
decrease reactor coolant pressure to 2300 psig and reduce flow through RCV-8 and
into the reactor building. RCS letdown was established, makeup pump recirculation
valves were opened and reactor coolant pump seal cooling was re-established by
4:57 p.m. in preparation for the transition to makeup and letdown system for
normal pressure control. Pressure control using normal makeup and letdown was
eventually accomplished at 3:50 p.m. and HPI was terminated. Essentially all
releases to the reactor building through RCV-8 also stopped at this time.

By 3:30 p.m. reactor coolant loop temperatures had nearly equalized and adequate
core cooling was assured. The Technical Support Center was manned and Health
Physics survey teams were dispatched to the auxiliary building. A " Class B"
emergency was declared at 3:05 p.m., notifications were made to Crystal River,
Units 1, 2, 4 and 5, and all non-essential site personnel were evacuated.
Offsite agencies were contacted. Radiation survey teams reported at 4:07 p.m.
that no radiation survey results obtained off site showed levels above back-
ground.'

Starting at 4:00 p.m., with reactor coolant temperature and pressure well under
control and natural circulation producing a 23*F core differential temperature,

plant operators commenced pressurizer heatup to re-establish a steam bubble in
the pressurizer. The steam driven emergency feedwater pump was shut down at

" 4:07 p.m. since adequate feedwater supply to the steam generators was provided
by the motor driven emergency feedwater pump. A steam bubble was established in
the pressurizer at about 6:00 p.m. with the pressurizer temperature at 620*F.
Pressurizer level was brought back onscale and subsequently lowered to normal
operating levels using the letdown system. 1

,

After consultation with B&W and NRC representatives at 9:00 p.m., forced flow

cooling in the reactor coolant system was established by startup of reactor
,

1,

,

|
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! coolant pumps IB and ID. Reactor coolant system parameters were stabilized and
maintained as follows:

;

.

RCS pressure 2000 psig

RCS temperature 420*F

Pressurizer level 235 inches

The plant was stable and considered to be in a normal hot standby configuration.

:
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SECTION 4.3 I.

CR-3 RADIOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EVENTS :.

DATE & 6

'ITEM TIME EVENT DESCRIPTION REFERENCE -

1 02/26/80 . Reactor and Turbine Trip . Site Record i

14:24 . Radwaste Supervisor to control room to monitor . Interview - Radwaste
status of radiation detectors Supervisor [

. Plant Manager, in office, alerted of power loss Interview - Plant Manager |.

. Location of Personnel who made containment entry . Interview - Operations Super-
confirmed intendent ,

2 14:27 . Terse'instion of RB purge and other releases in . Interview - Radwaste Manager- |
,

progress Supervisor and Stripchart !

review

t

|3 14:30 . Increasing activity on reactor building . Interview - Radwaste j
atmosphere monitor RM A-6, plant Rad-Techs Supervisor *

,

held onsite. Rad survey team selected. ,

. Increasing activity plus power loss - plant . NRC RII Records ;

manager contacts NRC Region II principal i
inspector to discuss situation.

|
. Operations supervisor begins classification Interview - Operations 4 i,

*
.

evaluation Supervisor 7
. Reactor building dome monitor begins increasing. . Stripchart

'4 14:34 . High radiation alarm 10 R/HR from dome monitor . Stripchart Record

I 5 14:45 . Reactor building isolation. Monitoring RMA-6 . Interview - Radwaste
j isolated during RB isolation. Reactor building Supervisor
! dome monitor, RN-19, increasing to 50 R/HR.

Radiation survey team selected for inplant4

I survey and begins surveying decay heat lines,
j . RII Emergency Cent:r activated . RII Records
! . NRC HQTRS Incident Response Center (IRC)
! notified by plant via hotline . HQTRS IRC
} . Site emergency coordinator position assumed . Interview - Technical

Services Supervisor
!
:
,

! 4.3-1
!
1
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SECTION 4.3.

CR-3 RADIOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
DATE &

ITEM TIME EVENT DESCRIPTION REFERENCE

6 2/26/80 . Plant manager to control room. Discusses plant . Interview - Plant Manager
14:50-15:05 status - decision to classify directly to level

B - Site Emergency

t

7 15:05 . Plant manager to technical support center (TSC) Interview - Plant Manager.

and TSC is activated !
. Onsite emergency organization activated . Interview - Operations Super- |

intendent j
. NRC Executive Management Team (EMT) in :

IRC summoned . IRC Records j
. Dome monitor decreasing . Site Record j

,

.

8 15:17 . Evacuation announcement made . Security Logbook
. Fossil units 1, 2, 4, and 5 notifed; the . Interview - Emergency Coor-

recommendation to standby for possible dinator
evacuation made by emergency coordinator -

. Rad Tech to guard station to monitor any . Interview - Security Super- h
individual alarming portal radiation monitor intendent i

. All personnel leaving RCA monitored by plant HP . Interview - Rad / Chem Engineer

. NRC notified by hotline of evacuation . IRC Records

9 15:20 . Dome monitor reading decreases to 20 R/HR . Stripchart

10 15:20-15:30 . Plant Manager telephones the State Warning . Interview - Plant Manager
Point Tallahassee

. NRC RII and IRC begins notifications . RII and IRC Records

11 15:30 . State of Florida activates state emergency . Interview - Deputy Secretary -
plan Office of Community Affairs

. RII activates site response team . RII Records

4.3-2
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SECTION 4.3.

CR-3 RADIOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
DATE &

ITEM TIME EVENT DESCRIPTION REFERENCE
12 02/26/80 . Licensee environmental survey team . Interview - Rad /Chen Engineer

15:40 reports offsite measurements ,

13 15:45 . Plant manager in TSC calls meeting of TSC Interview - Plant Manager.

personnel to discuss actions and plant status
,

. Evacuation and accountability completed Interview - Security Super-.

visor

14 16:00 . Licensee directs plant security to establish . Interview - Security Super- I

roadblock at entrance to plant property at visor
site access road

. Environmental monitoring teams in position report . Interview - Chem / Rad Super-
no new activity above background visor I

. Licensee TSC meeting on how to establish bubble . Interview - Operations |
in pressurizer Superintendent |

. NRC completes initial notifications to DOE, EPA, . RII and IRC Records t

FEMA, White House, HEW, State of Florida
. Radiation levels begin to decrease in reactor Interview - Plant Manager. i

building. Plant Manager calls State Warning L
Point Tallahassee for update y

15 16:15 . Reactor coolant sample taken* . Plant Record
Total y = 2.4 pCi/cc

DEI (Dose Equiv. I 231) = 0.59 pCi/cc

16 16:24 . Plant security roadblock established . Interview - Security Super-
visor

* Note: This and subsequent sample results were generally
available within two hours of sample time.

|

4.3-3
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SECTION 4.3; -

' - CR-3 RADIOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
DATE &.

{: ITEM TIME EVENT DESCRIPTION REFERENCE

II

] 17 16:30 . Plant and NRC discuss situation with local agencies . Interview - Rad /Chen Engineer

l,
.

18 02/26/80 . Plant manager contacts state warning point . Interview - Plant Manager
16:50 Tallahassee. Specifically inquires if Coast

Guard has been alerted. Provides status update.'

19 17:30 . RII Response Team arrives Dunnelon, Florida . RII Records

.

20 17:50 . Reactor building air sample taken* . Plant Record
XE 133 = 1.7 E-2 pCi/cc
I~181 = 1.0 E-6 pCi/cc

I Other RB air samples taken remained consistent
with these values

j 21 18:00 . RII Response Team onsite and assumes response . RII Records
{ duties

. CR-3 established routine inplant and environmental . Health Physics Supervisor h;-

,

,

survey schedule (every 4 hours) notes i

1

'

22 18:05 . Bubble reestablished in pressurizer . Site Recorder

,

'

| 23 18:30 . Emergency Coordinator reclassifies emergency . Interview - Emergency Coor-
from Class B to recovery stage dinator

,

'

i

|
* Note: Sample results generally available within two

hours of sample time.

i
i

)

4.3-4;

4 1

i
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SECTION 4.3.

|!CR-3 RADIOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EVENTSo

DATE &
ITEM TIME EVENT DESCRIPTION REFERENCE
24 19:00 . RII mobile laboratory arrives in Citrus . RII Records

County. RII Emergency Officer arrives onsite.

25 02/26/80 . Reactor coolant sample taken* . Plant Record -

19:04 Total y = 1.9 pCi/cc '

DEI = 0.56 pCi/cc
:

Other samples taken showed an expected DEI
!

spike to a maximum of DEI = 1.45 at 00:58 '

on'2/27

26 20:45 . State Lab arrives from Orlando . RII Records
,

27 21:00 ; . RII Director and Support Team arrive onsite . RII Records

i
28 21:07 . RC pumps started - Cooldown begun. Begin . Shift Log

'

recovery operations

L
29 22:00 . NRC site team provides followup briefing . RII Records4

to State Warning Point Tallahassee
'

. USEPA Advance Team arrives in Citrus County . Interview - EPA
i

30 22:20 . NRC Elfr closes down . IRC Records

31 22:50 . RII Director informs Governor Graham . RII Records'

(Florida) of plant status

32 23:00 . Local agencies secure from alert . Interview - Director
Citrus County Disaster

i Preparedness

1

.

4.3-5

j
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SECTION 4.3 :
.

CR-3 RADIOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EVENTS |.

DATE & i

ITEM TIME EVENT DESCRIPTION REFERENCE
,

33 23:05 . NRC Site Team courtesy call to Mayor - Crystal . RII Records ,

River, Florida

'

3 423:20 . NRC Site Team courtesy call to Mayor - Yankeetown, . RII Records
Florida :'

!
i

35 23:40 . NRC Site Team courtesy call to Mayor - Inglis, . RII Records '

Florida i
t

36 02/27/80 . USEPA initiates Radiation Surveys . Interview - EPA

00:00

37 0230 . USEPA Mobile Lab arrives at Florida Power . Interview - EPA ,

Corporation Offices - Offsite Support Center g
a

38 21:00-24:00 . State of Florida collects air samples at . Interview - Florida Power
Environmental Monitoring Stations Corporation

l
l

i
i

4.3-6
1

1
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4.4 PLANT RECOVERY ACTIVITIES

At 6:00 p.m. on February 26 a 5-man NRC Emergency Response Team dispatched from

the RII office arrived on site and was briefed by the Plant Manager and onsite
inspectors regarding plant conditions and management communications with state
and local authorities. They established an ad hoc organization under Region II
Acting Assistant Director, C. E. Murphy, to assess the situation, monitor licensee
actions, insure communications with local authorities, and advise HQ of the
developing situation.

Present on site when the incident occurred representing the NRC were 5 members
of the Performance Appraisal Branch (PAB), and an operator licensing examiner.
In addition, RII had a security inspector, a resident inspector trainee and an
operations inspector on site. Communications were established between the site,

Region J', and the NRC Headquarters Emergency Response Center using a continuously

manned, dedicated phone circuit. Enroute from the St. Lucie plant under police
escort was the NRC Region II van, Mobile Radiological Laboratory 21, which
arrived by 8:45 p.m.

At 9:07 p.m. the B reactor coolant pump was started in accordance with normal
procedures. It was followed by the D pump at 9:15p.m. Pressurizer level was
stable and the reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure was 2000 psig and stable.
RCS temperature was 400*F. Normal makeup and letdown had been established. RCS
boron concentration was 1332 ppm and the shutdown margin was determined to be
10.22% AK/K. The reactor was on forced convection cooling and decay heat was

{ being removed by passing steam to the condenser by normal procedure. The plant

wasintechnicalspgeificationMode3definedasK,ff<0.99,0%ratedthermal
power, and RCS temperature > 280*F.

It was estimated that about 43,000 gallons of reactor coolant water had been
,

dumped to the lower levels of the reactor building (RB). The RB sump level was
offseale high and estimates were that the floor of the reactor building was
covered by approximately six inches of water. Radiation readings were falling.,)

'
in the reactor building.

9
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NRC PAB team members and NRC regional experts on B&W plants examined computer

printouts, recorder traces, plant personnel interview records and other objective
,.

documentation throughout the night to reconstruct the sequence of events and
Their findings and tentative

determine the cause for the initiating event.
conclusions as of 8:00 a.m. on February 27 were made available to NRC Headquarters

,

as requested.

Licensee environmental surveys continued to show no indications of a release to
Radiation dose rates at the reactor building hatch and through-the environment.

out the auxiliary building passageways on the 95' and 119' elevation were less
After starting the reactor coolant pumps, radiation surveys of

than 1 mR/ hour.
the RCS sample lines yielded 25 mR/ hour gamma radiation indicating no core

damage.

Plant Health Physics personnel established a program of routine surveys of the
Environmentalauxiliary building and the plant perimeter every four hours.

sampling at the plant perimeter continued routinely every 4 hours until 4:00 p.m.
!

The auxiliary building continued to be surveyed at 4 hour !on February 28.
intervals indefinitely.

|

At 10:45 p.m. on February 26 the remaining in-service emergency feed pump was f
<

secured and normal steam generator feed established using a feedwater booster 1

Steam generator feed was via the startup bypass valves and level controlpump.
was placed in automatic control. At 1:30 a.m. on February 27 the reactor high
flux trip levels were reduced in accordance with normal shutdown procedures to

5% as a precaution.

Earlier in the day,' Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) had been consulted as to recommended
The plant was to be held in a stable condition in Mode 3plant conditions.

until both decay heat removal systems were operable. I

J

At 7:50 p.m. on February 26 the "A train" decay heat closed cycle cooling (DHCCCj
pump DCP-1A was declared inoperable due to failed electric drive motor bearings

This rendered the "A" decay heat train inoperable and,,

J and broken coupling.
?

q
'
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placed the plant in a 72-hour action statement under Technical Specification
3.7.3.2. The licensee decided, with the concurrence of B&W and NRC onsite
personnel, to hold the plant in Mode 3 until the DCP-1A pump could be repaired
rather than proceed to cold shutdown without a redundant decay heat removal
train.-

B&W recommended on the evening of February 26 that the licensee operate the
plant with in the following boundaries:

RCS temperature 400 - 450*F

RCS pressure 1850 - 1950 psig

RCS boron 800 - 3500 ppm

Steam generator level 30" in automatic control
* Pressurizer level 120" - 180"

The plant was stable in essentially the recommended conditions by 2:45 a.m. February 27.
These conditions were considered favorable to reestablish RCS natural convection
flow promptly in the event of loss of the reactor coolant pumps.

]
l

!

Onsite NRC organizational lines were reorganized on February 27 to reflect )
the arrival of the Regional Director and the second wave Emergency Response )
Group late the previous evening. A continuous NRC on-the-scene presence with
full health physics and operational management capability and authority was achiered by tb
establishment of two 12-hour shift teams.

At 3:55 a.m. on February 27 the licensee reported the RM-A6 gaseous activity monitor on.

-2the reactor building as reading 2.26 x 10 pei/cc. At 4:25 a.m. the RCS liquid

gamma scan results were reported as 2.63 pei/ml. At 4:30 a.m. the reactor building
-6atmosphere was reported to contain 1.72 x 10 ci/cc of tritium. At 5:20 a.m. the i

RCS gross beta activity was reported as 2.92 pei/ml.

|

3
*0riginal recommendation was 180" - 220", this was modified by B&W on February 27.

.

9
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At 5:30 a.m. it was determined that the RCS contained 1.8 ppm of sodium. In-

response to the safety injection (SI) signals, the low pressure SI (decay heat
removal) pumps start and an isolation valve opens between the pump suction and a
sodium hydroxide tank. Only the pressure differential between low head SI

'

system pressure and RCS pressure on a check valve isolates the sodium hydroxid
tank from the RCS. During the event, about 300 gallons of sodium hydroxide
solution entered the system through this check valve. The low head SI pumps
recirculate through their heat exchangers and back to their suction during
operation also. It was also determined that the BWST contained 55 ppm sodium
due to back leakage through check valve DHV-33 in the discharge line of the BWST
to the I. PSI pump suction header.

To prevent further sodium contamination of the RCS, during the day of February 27,
the licensce developed a procedure to recirculate BWST water through the decay
heat removal system to flush the system in preparation for its use.

At 5:57 a.m. with NRC onsite personnel concurrence, the group 1 safety control
rods were fully e'thdrawn. This is a normal post-trip procedure to provide a.

means of inserting negative reactivity in the event of accidental deboration of
the RCS. At approximately 6:00 a.m. the reactor building fan coolers were
shifted from service water to normal plant industrial cooling water in accordance
with normal procedure.

With the reactor building sump over full and the level indication offscale high,
it was impossible for the licensee to meet Technical Specification surveillances
4.4.6.2(b) and (d) which require monitoring the RB sump every 12 hours and
performing an RCS water balance every 72 hours respectively.

The licensee developed a special procedure to evaluate RCS leakage rate by
monitoring RCS makeup tank level changes. This surveillance was begun at approxi-
mately 7:00 a.m. on February 27 and was to be performed hourly until the RB sump

was returned to normal. This surveillance indicated a total RCS leak rate of |

the order of 2 spa. Unidentified leabge 3rior to the event was approximately |
0.95 gpa so it could be concluded that there were no pipe breaks in the RCS.

_-- . - -
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!

On the morning of February 27 the NRC Region II Director granted written relief
from Technical Specifications 4.4.6.2(b) and (d) on RCS leakage until the RB
sump returned to normal. At the same time .elief was granted from Technical
Specifications 3.5.2 (Two Independent ECCS Subsystems), 3.7.3.2 (Two Independent
DHCCC Loops), and 3.7.4.2 (Two Independent Decay Heat Sea Water Loops) due to

the inoperability of the "A" DHR train and the need to maintain the plant in
Mode 3 until the "A" DHCCC pump DCP-1A was repaired.

|

At 5:15 p.m. on February 27 the Regional Director granted relief from plant technical
specification requirements regarding the Borated Water Storage Tank volume until
the plant achieved Mode 5 operation. This was justified to avoid the necessity
to go to Mode 5 on only one train of decay heat removal; due to the fact that
makeup volume could not be provided in 36 hours; and because sufficient borated
water was available if needed for post LOCA RCS recirculation in the BWST and in
reactor building sump combined.

Reactor conditions remained stable in Mode 3 during the day of February 27.
With slight deviations, the conditions were as follows:

RCS temperature 400'F
RCS pressure 1910 psig
RCS boron 1300 ppm

Pressurizer level 120 inches
; Steam generator level 28 inches

Steam generator pressure 210 psig

On February 27 the licensee conveyed a reportable event under technical specifica-
tion requirements in that a 4-hour periodic required sampling of the RCS was
missed at 4:58 a.m. that day and not conducted until 6:15 a.m. when normal

sampling frequency was resumed. There was no effect upon the plant or general
public and a followup detailed report was to be submitted within 14 days.

A routine gaseous effluent discharge from the "C" waste gas decay tank had been
'

in progress at the time of the event on February 26. The release was halted

.
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'

shortly after the reactor trip. With the review and concurrence of NRC onsite
personnel, this release was resumed at 7:35 p.m. on February 27 under normal

- procedures and restrictions.'

The plant recovery plan involved the use of the miscellaneous waste evaporator
To free water storage capacity, the "A" miscellaneous waste evaporator

system.

condensate storage tank (ECST), which collects cleaned up evaporator effluent,
was released from the plant beginning at 8:05 p.m. on February 27 under normal'

procedures and limitations. The "A" ECST discharge contained water which had

been processed prior to the event.

WaterThe water treatment plan being developed can be summarized as follows.
from the RB sump would be transferred to the miscellaneous waste storage tank

(HWST). The water would then be processed through the miscellaneous waste
evaporator to the ECST. TheECSTwaterwouldbesamp)pd*hndsenttoeitherthe'

"A" or "B" spent fuel pools. The "A" spent fuel pool was nearly empty and water
The "B"with bad chemistry, i.e., high chlorine, would be put in the "A" pool.

pool contained spent fuel and water with " good chemistry" from the ECST was to
go there. As required to maintain the desired level in the "B" spent fuel pool,

water would be pumped from that pool to the BWST. This served to replenish the
BWST toward its minimum level technical specification limit that had been waived.

Existing piping was in place to transfer water from the ECST to the spent fuel
area, but a temporary piping modification was made on the refueling floor to
allow water to be directed to either spent fuel pool.

5

At 9:45 a.m. on February 28, the "A" decay heat train became operable after
.

satisfactory repair (and testing of the decay heat closed cooling pump DCP-1A.'

With concurrence of the NRC, the licensee began a plant cooldown by normal

procedure.

At about 11:30 a.m. on February 28 a loose parts monitor system alarm was received

from the "A" steam generator. The plant cooldown was halted and the "B" reactor

!, coolant pump (in the "A" RCS loop) was stopped to evaluate the vibration alarm.

It was concluded that the alarm was due to check valve noise and the "B"
reactor'

'l
:

? .'

!
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coolant pump (RCP) was to be restarted. At 12:04 p.m. a start of RCP "B" was

tried but it failed to start due to loss of the upper oil level start premissive

signal. This is not an uncommon occurrence in RCP operation since the upper and )
lower oil level start permissive actuation points in the lubricating oil supply
tank are very close together. In this case, the pump had no start permissive

|,

signal due to too high of an oil level. In this instance, the "A" pump was

started instead and the plant was restored to two RC pump operation with one
pump per RCS loop.

On the afternoon of February 28, the first batch of approximately 4000 gallons
of water was transferred from the RB sump to the MWST. Samples taken revealed
activity levels characteristic of RCS water. Water processing continued until )
March 5 when the RB sump level was restored to normal. j

)
At 3:15 p.m. on February 28 DHCCC pump DCP-1B was declared inoperable due to

high vibration caused by motor pump misalignment. This rendered the "B" decay

heat train inoperable and the cooldown was again halted with the plant in Mode 3,
at a RCS temperature of 335"F and an RCS pressure of 1183 psig. At 1:20 a.m. on l

l
February 29 pump DCP-1B alignment was complete and the machine tested satisfactory. 1

The "B" decay heat train was again operable and plant cooldown resumed by normal
procedure.

|
At 2:30 a.m. the plant went into Mode 4 (hot shutdown) by going below 280*F RCS

' temperature. At 6:38 a.m. the plant was placed on the decay heat removal "A" |
train and the reactor coolant pumps were then shut down. Cooldown continued and
the plant achieved Mode 5 (cold shutdown) with RCS temperature less than 200*F |

at 7:55 a.m. on February 29.

,

On February 29 the Regional Director granted relief from a Final Safety Analysis
Report commitment that both the reactor building and the plant site evacuation
alarms be tested weekly. This was a one week relief until next scheduled surveil-
lance on March 7. This is justifiable due to: the verification of operability

of all plant alarms on February 22, the verification of the plant site evacuation
alarm on February 26, and the prudent desire to avoid unnecessary confusion
during post emergency plant activities.;

.
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|At 12:30 p.m. on March 1, the licensee commenced to bleed service air into the
reactor building to bring reactor building pressure to 15 psia. This air pro-
vided dilution and established a slight overpressure above atmospheric to be

used to begin a purge of the reactor building atmosphere. At 5:50 p.m. on
March 2, a "minipurge" of the reactor building was begun. Approximately 100 cfm
of reactor building air was discharged through HEPA and charcoal filters past
the stack activity monitor and out the plant stack.

The reactor building air was being sampled every shift to establish a trend on '

131
the I content. As the temperature of water in the RB sump cooled down,

Iiodine was being released to the reactor building atmosphere. Upward trends of
iodine in the reactor building atmosphere were noted on March 1,1980, and

1sampling each shift was instituted to track this trend.
l

During the day of March 1, 1980, investigations were in progress to determine
the initial cause of the event. The NNI X power supplies were intentionally
interrupted for brief periods in accordance with a special test procedure to try
to recreate failure conditions. These investigations continued during the days
of March 3-6, 1980.

Water continued to be transferred from the RB sump and processed through the

evaporator. At 5:50 a.m. on March 4, the RB sump indication came on scale. The l

last water transfer of RB sump water was made at 10:00 a.m. on March 5. During

1the recovery 42810 gallons of water were transferred from the reactor building.

The "minipurge" of the reactor building was terminated the evening of March 4. j
l

- After it was determined by sampling the reactor building atmosphere that the
reactor building could be purged by normal procedure without exceeding technical
specification limits, a reduced rate purge was begun at 8:54 a.m. on March 5.
Initial purge rate was 2400 cfa. Due to unfavorable atmospheric conditions, the
purge was halted several times on March 6-7.

Following appropriate health physics precautions, the first post-event entry was
made into the reactor building at about 4:30 p.m. on March 7. No significant

'

physical damage to equipment was noted. Building cleanup and decontamination

was planned.
-
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.

4.5 NRC Response
i

The NRC performed a routine response to the Crystal River emergency. The response
was in accordance with the Region II Incident Response Plan and the Headquarters
Incident Response Plan and Executive Management Team (EMT) directives. In

addition, NRC personnel already onsite at the beginning of the accident were
incorporated into the NRC response team.

4.5.1 NRC Personnel Onsite At 2:00 p.m. February, 26, 1980

The NRC was conducting a routine Performance Appraisal Team (PAT) inspection on

February 26. The PAT personnel consisted of six inspectors who were in various
parts of the plant at 2:23 p.m. In addition, the NRC's recently selected resident

inspector,(RI) was present.

4.5.2 Initial Notifications

The NRC in Region II received a preliminary notification of a problem when the
plant manager called the principal inspector at 2:30 p.m. A followup telephone

call between the principal inspector and the site was held until approximately
2:50 p.m. when HOTLINE communication was established between the control room and
both NRC RII and HQTRS Incident Response Centers. The HOTLINES were utilized

during the event, as was a newly installed (but untested) Health Physics Network
CEPN) from the plant to the HQ IRC and the RII emergency center.

4.5.3 Activation of EMT and Response Teams

.

At approximately 3:05, when the NRC communicator informed the NRC RII and HQTRS

Incident Response Centers of the " Class B - SITE EMERGENCY" and the 50 R/hr reading

in containment, both centers classified the emergency an NRC " Level II" event.
This classification level requires activation of the EMT in Headquarters and
dispatch of a site response team by the Region.

|

|:
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By 3:30 p.m., RII had selected an initial site response team of ten persons (to-

be flown inte Crystal River in two plane-loads) and had notified the RII Mobile
Laboratory and Emergency Officer to respond as rspidly as possible. During this
period from 3:30 p.m. until response personnel arrived onsite between 6:00 p.m. I

and 8:30 p.m., administration of NRC's response of the emergency was administered !

by HQTRS and the EMT. Should radioactive material have been released from the

facility, the RII site response team woulo have been expanded to approximately
50 inspectors.

|

4.5.4 Site Response Teams

The NRC personnel disptached from Atlanta traveled 12 miles from the office to
the airport, 450 air miles to Dunnelon, Florida, and via police escort, an
additional 30 miles to the site, with instruments, in less than 2.5 hours. The

initial site team arrived onsite shortly before 6:00 p.m. The RII Mobile Labo-
ratory arrived in the Crystal River area (for deployment) at 7:00 p.m., from

Ft. Pierce, Florida (350 miles away). The Regional Director and second site
response team arrived via Ocala, Florida (50 miles away) onsite at 9:00 p.m.
The Regional Director had flown fron' Washington D. C. to meet the second
response team plane.

The initial site response team organization is shown in Figure 4.5.1 This organi-
zation was modified on February 27, to reflect the change to a recovery mode,

g which is shown in Figure 4.5.2.
;

i
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NRC ON-SITE RESPONSE TEAM ORGANIZATION !

l'
V
t

NRC "Oi.-Site" Director !

James P. O'Reilly

I

Assistant Director
C. E. Murphy

,

Public Affairs
Ken Clark

// i

Emergency Officer
G. Gibson

,

h.1

RII Emergency Center !',

$Director - F. Long '
.

Logistics - P. Chendemi !
Technical - P. Kellogg I

State / Federal - G. Jenkins '

HOTLINE Comunicator - A. Wagner
|

I !
.

' Health Physics Operations Analysis i
A. Gibson R. Wessman

' '
'

Offsite Mobile Inplant Hotline Analysis Status
Environmental Laboratory Health Comunications

.

Analysis Physics. . . .

D. Montgomery P. McPhail S. Ewald A. Belisle J. Buzy D. Quick
B. Murray K. Besecker J. Woessenr B. Smith

D. Hunter D. Hinkley
W. Shaffer C. Julian
J. Ashenden E. Ford
R. Marsh

February 26, 1980
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NRC ON-SITE RECOVERY PHASE ORGANIZATION
.

NRC "On-Site" Director
James P. O'Reilly "

I'

Assistant Director
C. E. Murphy

.

Public Affairs Technical Advisor
K. Clark J. Buzy

i
i

Operations Health Physics
Team Leader Tean. Leader
R. Wessman A. Gibson

i
I | | | , i

v.

Analysis Status Analysis Status Mobile Lab I

M. Hunt D. Otick S. Ewald B. Murray P. McPhail
W. Raymond B. Smith D. Montgomery
J. Woessner A. Belisle G. Gibson
D. Hunter D. Hinkley
W. Shaffer K. Besecker
J. Ashenden C. Julian
R. Marsh E. Ford

_ T. Donat

i

|

!

i-
February 27, 1980

i ,

| Figure 4.5.2
|
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5.0 EVALUATION OF OPERATIONAL ASPECTS

| 5.1 Reconstruction and Analysis Effort

! ,

1

Subsequent to the transient the licensee formed review teams comprised primarily |

of licensee and B&W personnel to evaluate data, determine causual factors for |
,

l events, and to reconstruct the overall transient sequence. NRC onsite reviewers
participated in the review effort undertaken by these teams. These teams examined
the following functional areas:

!

Overall Sequence of Events-

Non-Nuclear Instrumentation (NNI) Power Failure-

| Instrument Availability During the Transient

| Annunciator and Computer Performance.-

|
|

| 5.1.1 Sequence of Events Review

!
!

The sequence of events review team developed the overall sequence of events from
the start of the transient at 2:23 p.m., February 26 until plant conditions were
stabilized on forced cooling at 9:07 p.m. February 26. They employed input infor-
nation from the other review teams as well as conducted direct analysis of data.

i

The Sequecce of Events Team was assigned the task of determining the order for
which various systems reacted, the time of the reaction, and if possible the
effect on plant operations. The task was made difficult because the sequence of
events portion of the alarm system did not function properly and approximately

,

3-4 minutes of data was lost and the data collected was questionable. The.

| difficulty in the annunciation system was unknown to the licensee. The alarm
panels on the control board functioned properly throughout the event. The

Theproblem only occurs when multiple alarms are received in rapid succession.
annunciation is not classified safety-related. The difficulty was later found
to be a loose wire in the memory section of the alarm system.

) This review team used data from the followup sources to construct the sequence:

transcripts of operator debriefings taken on Februr.ry 27; reconstruction of events
r

*
.
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provided by a nucleat ;)erator, OLB r. saber, and PAB team members in the control

room at the time of the transient; the annunciator (alarm) typer printout;
computer event summary printout; the post trip review summary; various strip
chart recordings of process parameters; and "on-demand" printouts of incore
thermocouple temperatures.

The team objective was to correct and refine the initial transient sequence of
events developed on February 27 as well as expand the " comment" portion of the
line-by-line event description to incorporate: (1) instrumentation in use by
the CR0s to respond to the transient sequence; and (2) data sources that provided
the basis for the sequence as written. Also, the group developed estimates for
the following: high pressure injection flow versus time; RCS pressure and T

h
response versus time to get "best estimate" margin to saturation for the transient;
possible pressurizer level response and inventory loss out of the PORV, and,
correlation of mass loss through the PORV/SVs and RB pressure response. These
latter "best estimates" were developed primarily by the Southern Science Incorpo-
rated representatives on the review team and were used to construct and corrobo-
rate the sequence as written.

This teams effort resulted in a sequence of events, used by FPC and others to
review the accident. This sequence was presented to the NRC Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation on March 4. It was used, along with independent information
sources, to develop the sequence of events presented in Parts 3.0 and 4.0 of
this report.

5.1.2 Instrumentation Systems Review.

The Instrumentation Availability Team was to define the instruments available to
the operators during the time that tha power to the 'X train of the Non-Nuclear

'

Instrumentation (NNI) system was' interrupted. The tasks involved review of the
'

signal systems within the NNI that relied stri:tly on the X power, those that
j depended ,on "Y ' power, and those that use a combination of X and ' T powered

modules for control board indication, recording functions, and control functions.
O

h

4
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The NNI Power Supply Failure Cause Team was to determine the cause of the power
failure within the NNI system. A procedure was developed for testing of the
power feeds to the system as well as the testing of the NNI power supplies. The
approved procedure required the testing of the NNI power supplies in various
combinations to insure that they were operable and would function as intended.
These tests included under-voltage tests, fault tests, and tests of the ability
of the power supply monitor to function on under-voltage. The power supply
testing performed under this procedure indicated that the power supplies functioned
as designed. Nothing was indicated by these tests that would indicate a component
failure in the power supplies or the controlling function of the power supplies.
The next ste was to be internal testing of the cabinet components. The indi-
vidual modules were to be tested in an effort to determine if a failure of one |

of these has occurred.

During earlier testing, it was found that the signal monitor module (controlling
the PORV would initiate an open signal to the valve on lose of the +24 VDC power |

supply. Further if the failure of the -24 VDC power supply followed, the open
command would remain. Failure of both the +24 VDC and the -24 VDC at the same
ti=e would not produce the open command. However, the open command is also
established if the +24 VDC power supply is faulted to ground which would cause
an under-voltage on the +24 VDC bus.

It should be noted that the Power Supply Monitor (PSM) module was tested and
functioned as designed, that is, the 125 VAC breakers S1 and S2 tripped when the,

voltage on the -24 VDC or +24 VDC buses reached 22 volts. It snould further be
*

noted that in order to restore power to the NNI system at the time of the event,
the PSM monitor was removed and the S1 and S2 breakers were closed and remained
closed. During the post transient testing effort, one step was to reinstall the
PSM module. When this was accomplished the S1 and S2 breakers remained closed.

This fact lead to the concensus that the fault was internal to the NNI system
and had burned itself clear, that is, removed the ground from the +24 VDC bus.

z

s

g Testing of the individual modules was started with the first group being those
modules which contain 24 volt relays with are suppressors installed in parallel.

!
l

".r
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The testing was continued until the defective module was located. The fault
proved to be in a signal buffer module which had been installed as part of a
modification required by the THI-2 Short-Term Lessons Learned. The circuits
were part of the Tsat/Psat measurements systems. The actual defect was in the
installation of the solid state circuit board which due to inaccurate physical

sizing of the circuit board caused a misalignment of the connecting pin to the
socket in the voltage buffer amplifier position of the module. This misalignment
caused the +24 VDC and the chassis ground to be connected together. The short
circuit had caused the circuit on the circuit board to over heat and open up

thus removing the ground on the +24 VDC. The condition explains the reason the
PSM module could be installed later without tripping the S1 and S2 breakers.

Examination of the similar buffer module installed in the "Y" circuit of the NNI

exhibited the same defect. Investigations are now in progress to determine the
generic implications. Florida Power Corporation and the NRC are continuing to
investigate this problem to determine the extent and impact on future modifica-
tions.

The Annunciator Team was assigned the task of finding the cause for the annun-
ciator's sequence of events malfunction which caused a loss of valuable information
during the unit trip. While this system is not safety-related, it does produce

a record of the change of state of plant parameters listing the time at which

the alarm occurred or cleared. The system was designed to accept and list in a
timed sequenca 32 alarms, however, a deficiency in the system existed that

caused the alarm system to accept only 16 inputs which it had to type out before
it would detect any other alarm inputs. This defect caused the sequence of

events typed list to lag the other event logs (computer produced) by several
,

minutes with the information displayed being unreliable.

A test was devised to produce 40 inputs at one time and this determined that
only 16 inputs were detected. After extensive testing by FPC and the vendor
personnel the defect was localized and found to be a broken wire. When this was

.

*
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corrected, FPC reported that the system now functions as designed. Additionally,
tests will be devised which will test the operability of the system on a regular

basis.

While not related, the licensee has committed to the purchase of a computer with

greater capabilities which will supplement the existing alarm system.

5.1.3 Core Condition Evaluation

The immediate response of both excore and incore neutron detectors to the scram
was normal. After the scram only the source range detectors have a sensitivity

sufficient to continue to respond to neutrons. These detectors continued to

show a monotonically decreasing neutron population. This supports a conclusion
that there was no significant reduction in coolant density in the vessel since

,

such an occurrence would have increased the neutron leakage to and signal from '

l

the source range monitors.

The behavior of the incore self powered neutron detectors (SPNDS) after the

scram appears to have been mis-interpreted by some. In Revision 5 of the " SEQUENCE

SS OF 2300 3/1/80)," issued by Florida Power Corporation, two references are
made to the SPNDS indicating boiling in the core. The first reference is at

2:33 p.m., about 10 minutes after the scram and after the time the core was at

minimum subcooling (approximately 8'F). The second reference was at 2:56:43 p.m.
at which time the RCS subcooling was about 147'F and natural circulation was

:
N known to be in effect. The relatively large negative current signals (larger

than -10 nanoamps) . have also been interpreted as resulting from thermionic'

emission. *

It is postulated that there might have been some boiling in the core at the time

of minimum subcooling. It is believed that that boiling took place at or near |

the surface of the fuel pins and not at the surface of the SPNDS, which are
:. physically separated from any boiling water by a thimble. The SPNDS are insignif-

icant heat sources and would not cause boiling within the thimbles. Boiling and,

voiding of water near the fuel pins would not be sustained in a slightly subcooled
-

I
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system so the fuel pins would not act as radiant sources for heating the SPNDS.
The SPNDS, then, never reached temperatures greater than the normal operating
temperature, hence there was no thermionic effect. Further the noisy behavior
of the SPNDS continued after substantial subcooling and natural circulation flow
were established. Therefore the noise was probably not a microphonic response
to boiling.

The SPNDS then are not boiling detectors and would exhibit increase thermal
emission only in the case of gross undercooling of the core, a situation which
did not appear to exist at Crystal River 3.

.
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5.2 Equipment Failures
;

,

5.2.1 Decay Heat Closed Cooling Water System Failures |

|On February 13, 1980, CS Maintenance Consultants, Inc., detected vibration ;

levels of 1.4 mils displacement on the DCP-1A Decay Heat Closed Cooling Water
Pump Motor. This was reported to the Mechanical Maintenance Supervisor verbally,
which is a normal procedure for this type of problem. A written report was
received by the licensee from CS Maintenance Consultants on or about February 15, |
in regard to the vibration of DCP-1A. On the morning of February 26, CS Mainte-
nance Consultants performed another check on the subject pump and found further
increase in the motor vibration of 4.7 mils. The Electrical Maintenance Shop
originated Work Request No. 09516 at 11:00 a.m. on February 26, to replace the
motor bearings. The motor bearings replacement was being scheduled for work on
February 27.

The control room received a Low Discharge Pressure Decay Heat Closed alarm at
7:45 p.m. on February 26. Investigation by the operators found the motor to
pump coupling had disengaged frc= the drive. The licensee installed a neu set
of bearings on the motor while the replacement coupling was being located. The
motor was tested (uncoupled) following the bearing replacement on February 27
and was found to have excessive vibration. The licensee began the process of
searching for a replacement motor while the motor bearings were being replaced
again with a new set of bearings.,

*

The motor was again tested uncoupled following the bearing replacement and the,

vibration was within limits. During tbc night of February 27-28, the motor and
pump were aligned, coupled and tested within limits for vibration, temperature
and pressure. DCP-1A was returned to service at 9:35 a.m. hours on February 28,
1980.

1

In discussion with the licensee's operating and maintenance personnel it was
found that the license.e had decided to check the lubricatics and the alignment
of the DCP-1B pump coupling, subsequent to DCP-1A machine's return to service.

.

This check would ensure the reliability of this pumping unit during the cooldown )
'.

.
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of the reactor when the decay heat removal system would be used. The check of
the coupling lubrication was adequate but, the grease had started to deteriorate.

The alignment was found to be slightly misaligned. The unit was lubricated,
realigned, tested and returned to service at 1:20 a.m. February 29. The inspector
determined the following from the review.

.

The Operations Department should have been informed of DCP-1A excessive
-

;

vibration on February 13, 1980.
|

The licensee's Surveillance Procedure SP-340, ECCS Pump Operability,
-

Section 2.1, requires that if each pump's test quantities fall in the
alert range or action range, refer immediately to CP-102 (Inservice
Inspection Pump and Valve Data Review and Corrective Action), for
corrective action. Until the licensee reviews the Maintenance Program
and provides adequate guidance to ensure corrective action when required,
this item is unresolved (80-14-2). It appears the licensee met the
Technical Specification 3.7.3.2 in that the surveillance for the DCP-1A
pump was last conducted on February 6,1980, and was within the specified
limits required by technical specifications.

5.2.2 Failure in Tsat Computer

On the morning of March 5, 1980, the licensee was performing a visual inspection
{ of all printed circuit (p.c.) cards associated with the Tsat/Psat meter modifi-1

cations in an attempt to identify the cause of the loss of the "X" train of NNI
power supplies. The licensee discovered that voltage buffer amplifier RC3B-EB2
in location 4-7-10(4) had a short circuit between connector pins 5 (+24 VDC) and
6 (common) at the subassembly side and on the adjacent side of the mother board.
The voltage buffer module consists of four voltage buffer amplifier subassemblies
and a mother board for connecting all of the subassemblies to the rack. The

short circuit did not exist at the connector between the mother board and the
,

cabinet rack because the +24 VDC copper tape to buffer amplifier number 4 had
vaporized and peeled back.

|

|

|
| .
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'

The reason for the short circuit is not fully understood but is most probably
due to two characteristics of the voltage buffer subassemblies - their dimensicas

An individual voltage buffer printed circuit card isaind the nature of the connectors.
approximately 2 inches wide by 10 inches long and has six leaf spring connectors
at the end which mates to the mother board, Figure 5.2.2.1. The subassemblies

guided by two guiderails which traverse about 80% of the card's length.are

However, when the entire module is already plugged into the cabinet rack, the
guidance provided by the guiderails does not insure that the subassembly

This leads to thesquarely line up with those on the mother board.connectors

second aspect of the problem, the connector design.

The connectors are a slanted leaf spring design with a slit running part way
back, see Figure 5.2.2.1. The idea is that the connectors on the subassembly

are slanted to the left while those on the mother board are slanted to the right
and when they mate they should form a perfect "X". The problem arises when the

connectors do not line up perfectly, in which case the connectors, because of
the thinness of the newer material, bend very easily and fold over each other to

form "A"'s . This was the case with buffer RC 3B-EB2 in location 4-7-10(4).
ThisThe connectors had not been properly mated and had folded over each other.

was probably the result of inserting the voltage buffer subassembly with the
unit energized. The closing of the esbinet door on February 26 could have
sufficiently jarred the rack and hence the subassembly to have shifted the
connectors and presented the short to the X power supply +24 VDC bus. The
short on the bus caused the power supply to fail and also vaporized the +24 VDC

supply tape.
.

The existence of a folded connector condition without a short necessarily existing;

was substantiated when the licensee discovered the condition existing for buffer

RC 3A-EB2 in location 6-5-8(4).

The licensee has initiated a change in his maintenance procedures whereby all
future changes in voltage buffer amplifier subassemblies will only occur with

.i

i; .
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i

the voltage buffer module completely removed from the cabinet so that the proper
mating of connectors can be visually verified.

I

This module failure is designated Unresolved Item 80-14-3 pending further NRC

review.
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.

.

5.3 Technical Specifications Impact
,

During the course of the accident and subsequent recovery operations various
technical specification or regulatory requirements were entered. These will be
the subject of a Licensee Event Report. Some of these requirements were met
within the limitations of the Action Statement. Others could not be met, and
where identified by the licensee or NRC onsite personnel, temporary relief was
granted by the Regional Director. In two cases the technical specification

action statement was inadvertantly not met and, when this fact was identified, a
prompt report to the NRC was made. In one case the action statement could not
be met within the requisite time limits due to plant conditions. It will be

discussed in a Licensee Event Report to be submitted by the licensee.

5.3.1 Technical Specifications Action Statements Entered

The following technical specifications were not satisfied during some portion of
the Crystal River-3 reactor trip response.

(a) Technical Specification 3.1.1.2

Reactivity Control Systems - Boron Dilution - T.S. 3.1.1.2 requires that
the reactor coolant system flow rate be greater than 2700 gpm whenever a
reduction in boron concentration is being made. The basis for this is to
insure uniform mixing thereby avoiding reactivity excursions.

,

While the reactor coolant system was in natural circulation and its boron
concentration was 1354 ppm the plant was realigned for normal makeup and
letdown. The makeup tank being used had 305 ppm boron concentration water

'

in it from plant conditions existing prior to the reactor trip. The reactor

coolant system therefore underwent a boron reduction from 1354 ppm boron to
1319 ppe. The specific technical specification requirement was not met
from 2:53 p.m. when normal makeup and letdown was reestablished until l

9:07 p.m. when forced circulation was reestablished.

| |
r

i

.
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4 (b) Reactivity Control Systems - Borated Water Sources - T.S. 3.1.2.9 requires
that the Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST) contain between 415,200 and
449,000 gallons of 2270 to 2450 ppm boron water. The basis for this
requirement is to have sufficient borated water available to inject into '

the reactor coolant system in the event of a design basis accident.

i

At 2:36:16 p.m. on February 26 the BWST level decreased below that corre-
sponding to 415,200 gallons due to the high pressure injection (HPI)
initiated by the RCS depressurization following failure of the X train of
NNI power and the consequent opening of the pressurizer power operated
relief valve. The water level in the BWST was returned to specification
values at 6:50 a.m. on March 6.-

<

The NRC, on February 27, 1979, granted FPC relief from this technical
specification as described in Section 5.3.2 of this report.

(c) Instrumentation - Remote Shutdown Instrumentation - T.S. 3.3.3.5 - The
remote shutdown monitoring instrumentation channels shall be operable with
readouts displayed external to the control room. The basis for this require-
ment is that instrumentation must be available, separate from the control
room, to assume control of the reactor plant and place it in hot standby.

During the interval when the X train of NNI power was not available,
2:23 p.m. to 2:44:12 p.m. on February 26, the following remote shutdown
signals were not available:

Loop A and Loop B T '
h

Reactor Coolant Pressure,
; Pressurizer Level,
! Steam Generators A and B Pressure,
; Steam Generators A and B Level, and
i Decay Heat Removal Discharge Temperature, which constitutes all of the

| RCS parameters monitored.
|

| The action statements requirement of 30 days to restore operable status was
j not exceeded.

'

.

, . , . - ,-
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(d) Reactor Coolant System - Reactor Coolant Loops - T.S. 3.4.1 requires in
Modes 3, 4, and 5 at least one reactor coolant loop to be in operation with
an associated reactor coolant pump or decay heat removal pump. The basis
for this is that natural circulation is not normally recognized and forced

circulation is required for heat removal.

From 2:26:54 p.m. on February 26 when the reactor coolant pumps were secured
in accordance with the TMI-2 short-term lessons learned guidelines until
9:07 p.m. on February 26 when reactor coolant pump IB was restarted reestab-

,

lishing forced circulation, Crystal River-3 was not in compliance with this
technical specification. |

' f
(e) Reactor Coolant System - Operating Safety Valves - T.S. 3.4.3 requires all '

pressurizer code safety valves shall be operable with a lift setting of

2500 psig 125 psig. The basis for the code safety valves is the ASME
classification of the vessel and associated piping so that, if the plant is
prevented from exceeding 2525 psig, no structural element should fail.

:

According to pressurizer pressure strip charts the maximum reactor coolant
system pressure was about 2400 psig at 2:25 p.m. and again between 2:33 p.m.

!
and 2:37 p.m. The lifting of code safety valve RCV-8 indicates that the

valve's lift pressure of approximately 2400 psig was outside of the accept-
; able band of 2475 to 2525 psig. In that the action statement for this

technical specification was not met, the licensee made a prompt report to
the NRC upon discovery (during the transient analysis effort) on March 3,

. 1980.

1 (f) Reactor Coolant System - Steam Generators - T.S. 3.4.5 requires each steam
generator to be operable with a water level between 18 and 360 inches. The

basis for this requirement is to insure a heat sink of sufficient capacity
exists to remove reactor generated heat.

,

When the X train of NNI power was lost, this caused the loss of the
operating level indication for steam generators. Sometime between

'
.
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2:23:21 p.m. and 2:31:49 p.m. the A steam generator level decreased from

242 inches to essentially zero inches. Level was restored at 3:00 p.m., or

approximately 30 minutes after level decreased below the minimum technical
specification value at 18 inches. The steam generator B level trace indi-

cates that for about 4 minutes the level was at 4% of full scale or 15.4
inches. Immediately afterwards the level was increased to approximately
19.2 inches and then gradually increased to 95% (approximately 364.8 inches).
The action statement requires the plant to be in hot standby within 6 hours
which was met and to be in cold shutdown within the next thirty hours. The
plant was put into cold shutdown at 7:55 a.m. on February 29. This delay

was due to plant conditions (awaiting repair of a Decay Heat Closed Cycle
Pump) and will be reported in the Licensee's LER.

(g) Reactor Coolant System Leakage - Leakage Detection System - T.S. 3.4.6.1
requires in part "the containment sump level monitoring system shall be
operable". The basis for this requirement is to enable the plant staff to
monitor for reactor coolant system leakage.

The failing open of the PORV valve and lifting of the code safety valve,
RCV-8, caused the RCDT to be filled and pressurized. Pressure ultimately
broke the tank's rupture disc and the coolant filled the RB sump. The
exact time the sump became filled to the extent that both level indicators
were "off scale" is not known but based on other reactor building alarms
2:32 p.m. appears to be the approximate time. Level was restored to the

wide range level meter at 5:50 p.m. on March 4 and to the narrow range
meter at 6:10 on March 5. Therefore for the time period from 2:32 p.m. on
February 26 to 5:50 a.m. on March 4 the plant staff could not determine the
RCS leakage rate except by the mass balance technique using letdown and

makeup data. The technical specification action item on hot standby and |
cold shutdown was met.

l

(h) Reactor Coolant System - Operational Leakage - T.S. 3.4.6.2 requires in
part RCB leakage to be limited to 1 gpm unidentified leakage and further in
the surveillance portion requires monitoring the containment sump every 12
hours and performing RCS water inventory balance at least every 72 hours.

|

|

|

|
- _ - -
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The RCDT pumps were locked out at the time of the reactor trip as a result
of the post TMI-2 short-term lessons learned requirements. This, combined
with the filling and overflowing of the reactor building sump, prohibited
the licensee from determining RCS leakage rate from 2:32 p.m. on February 26

until 5:50 a.m. on March 4. The action statement of the technical specifi-

cation required the plant in hot standby within 6 hours and in cold shutdown
within the following 30 hours. The plant was put into cold shutdown at
7:55 a.m. on February 29.

The NRC on February 27 granted the licensee relief from surveillance require-
ments 4.4.6.2.b (sump inventory) and 4.4.6.2.d (inventory balance) until
the sump level indication could be restored, as described in Section 5.3.2
of this report.

(i) Reactor Coolant System - Pressurizer -T.S. 3.4.9.2 requires in part that

the pressurizer temperature shall be limited to a maximum heatup and cool-
down rate of 100*F in any one hour period. The basis is to limit the

thermal stress the pressurizer vessel experiences.

The pressurizer temperature just prior to the reactor trip was 640'F. The

temperature became equal to the RCS temperature by the time the pressurizer
was solid and passing water through the code safety valve, RCV-8 (2:33:30 p.m.).
Therefore, in the interval between 2:23:00 p.m. and 2:33:30 p.m., the

pressurizer water temperature decreased from 640*F to 559 F or 81*F/10.5
minutes which is in excess of the 100*F/60-minute criteria. Furthermore, a

plot of the incore thermocouple data shows that the rate of temperature
decline did not decrease to below 100'F/ hour until after 2:50 p.m. A

further rapid reduction in temperature occurred between 2:55 p.m. and
4:00 p.m. where temperature decreased from 510'F to 457'F. However the,

plant charts indicate that RCV-8 closed at about 2:55 p.m. and did not
relift. Therefore there would have been no circulation of cooler RCS water

with the pressurizer water after 2:55 p.m. The immediate portion of the

action statement concerning being in hot standby within 6 hours and pres-
surizer precsure less than 500 psig within the following 30 hours were met.

,

9
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(j) Emergency Core Cooling System - ECCS When T,y8 is greater than 280*F - T.S.
3.5.2 requires in part that two independent operable decay heat cooler
trains when in Modes 1, 2 or 3. The basis for requiring two independent
ECCS subsystems is to insure operability in the event one of the subsystems
should fail.

The decay heat closed cycle cooling system is a support system needed to
cool the decay heat heat exchangers and are therefore also needed. At
7:50 p.m. on February 26 the DHCC pump 1A was declared inoperable because

of high vibration readings obtained during surveillance testing. This
caused decay heat removal train IA to also become inoperable. DHCC pump 1A
was restored to operable status at 9:45 a.m. on February 28. At 3:15 p.m.
on February 28, DHCC pump 1B was declared inoperable for maintenance activi-

ties and was restored to operable status at 1:20 a.m. on February 29.
Therefore the requirements of technical specification 3.5.2 were not met
between 7:50 p.m. on February 26 and 9:45 a.m. on February 28 and between
3:15 p.m. on February 28 and 1:20 a.m. on February 29.

!

The action statement for an inoperable ECCS subsystem to restore it to
operable status within 72 hours or be in hot shutdown within the next 12

hours was met. The NRC on February 27 granted relief (as described in
.

Section 5.3.2 of this report) to this technical specification based on the
fact that decay heat closed cycle cooling pump 1A was inoperable and it was
preferable to stay in Modes 3 or 4 rather than to try to go to Mode 5.

(k) Emergency Core Cooling System - Borated Water Storage. Tank - T.S. 3.5.4'

requires in part that the BWST shall be operable and contain a borated
water volume between 415,100 gallons and 449,000 gallons.

The borated water volume decreased below the minimum at 2:36:16 p.m. on
:

February 26 and was returned to a level greater than the minimum at 1:15 a.m.

on March 5, 1980. Discussion of the technical specification relief grantedi

by the NRC can be found in Section 5.3.2 of this report.
,

!
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2

6

(1) Containment Systems - Internal Pressure - T.S. 3.6.1.4 requires that the
containment internal pressure shall be maintained between 17.7 and 12.7

f

psia. This is to allow for the pressure surge postulated to accompany a
design basis accident and still not overstress the containment.

The strip chart recordings of containment pressure indicate that the
pressure exceeded 17.7 psia at 2:30 p.m. and was reduced to less than 17.7
psia at 3:30 p.m. on February 26. This is confirmed by the computer alarm,
"RB at +2 psig", recorded at 2:31:32 p.m. The technical specification
action statement requiring pressure to be reduced within 1 hour was met.

.

(m) Containment System - Air Temperature - T.S. 3.6.1.5 requires containment
average air temperature to be kept below 130*F. The basis is to allow
limited personnel entry and to be consistent with the operating specifi-
cation for most electrical operators and instruments.

According to the plant temperature data logger the containment average air
temperature was in excess of 130 F from 2:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. on February 26.
The action statement required the containment average air temperature to be
reduced below 130 F within 8 hours, which was met.

(n) Containment Systems - Depressurization and Cooling System (Containment

Spray System) T.S. 3.6.2.1 requires two independent containment spray
systems shall be operable when in Modes 1, 2, 3 and 4.

When the X power supply to the NNI system was lost, the indications for>

train A of containment spray were ai lost. Therefore from 2:23 p.m. tos

2:44 p.m. only one train of containment spray was available. The action
statement for this technical specification requires the inoperable spray
system restored within 72 hours which was met.

|

Train A of containment spray was also inoperable from 7:50 p.m. on

February 26 to 9:45 a.m. on February 28 when the ,A train of decay heat
closed cycle cooling was inoperable as discussed in Item (p) (T.S. 3.7.3.2).

. -,
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The basis is that decay heat closed cycle cooling provides cooling water to
the containment spray pump motors.

(o) Containment Systems - Spray Additive System - T.S. 3.6.2.2 requires that
the spray additive system be operable with between 11,190 and 12,010 gallons
of 105,000 to 120,000 ppm NaOH when in Modes 1, 2, 3 and 4.

During the interval between 2:23 p.m. and 2:44 p.m. no indication of NaOH
spray additive tank level, temperature or pressure were available since all

of these indicators are powered from the X NNI power supply. The action
statement required the system to be restored to operable status within 72
hours which was met.

(p) Plant Systems - Decay Heat Closed Cycle Cooling - T.S. 3.7.3.2 requires two
independent decay heat closed cycle cooling water loops operable when in
Modes 1, 2, 3, or 4.

The DHCC pump DCP-1A was declared inoperable at 7:50 p.m. on February 26

due to high vibration readings encountered on it during surveillance tests
performed on February 23-24, 1980. After replacement of motor bearings and
recoupling the motor and pump it was restored to operable status at 9:45 a.m.
on February 28. The DHCC pump DCP-1B was declared inoperable at 3:15 p.m.,

on February 28 for routine maintenance and was restored to operability at

j 1:20 a.m. on February 29. The T.S. action required the inoperable decay
heat closed cycle cooling loop to be restored to operability within 72
hours which was satisfied. The NRC granted relief from this technical
specification on February 27 as described in Section 5.3.2 of this report.

(q) Plant Systems - Decay Heat Sea Water System - T.S. 3.7.4.2 requires two
independent decay heat sea water loops operable.

The loss of the A loop of decay heat closed cycle cooling results in the
loss of cooling water to the A loop decay heat sea wcter pump motor, hence
the loss of one loop of decay heat sea water cooling. The only load serviced

.
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1
i

by decay heat sea water is the decay heat closed cycle heat exchanger and

its loss does not effect any other sea water system.

The technical specification action statement required operability restored

within 72 hours which was met. The NRC on February 27 granted relief from

this technical specification as described in Section 5.3.2 of this report.,

!

(r) Reactor Ceolant System - Specific Activity - T.S. 3.4.8.a requires in

j Modes 1 thru 5 that the specific activity of the primary coolant be limited

to <1.0 pCi/ gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131. The basis for this requirement is

to ensure that the resulting 2-hour dose at the site boundary will not

exceed an appropriately small fraction of the Part 100 limit following a,

,

steam generator tube rupture accident in conjunction with an assumed steady

i state primary to secondary steam generator leakage rate of 1.0 gpm.

After the reactor trip the DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 spiked to a value of 1.45
i pCi/ gram st 0058 on February 27. The action statement requires that a

j sample be takan every 4 hours when the specific activity exceeds 1.0 pCi/
J gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131. Samples were taken at 12:58 a.m. on February 27

and at 6:15 a.m. on February 27.

In that the action statement for this technical specification was not met,

: the licensee made a prompt report to the NRC on February 27.

5.3.2 Relief From Technical Specification Requirements

During the recovery phase Technical Specifications Relief was granted in three

| areas by the Regional Director between February 27 and 29, 1980. Relief was
! also granted from a FSAR commitment to the Emcigency Plan by the Regional
(

[ Director. Each Technical Specification was evaluated by the licensee and onsite

| IE personnel and judged to be appropriate for the plant conditions. The goal
I

| was to ensure the licensee was not forced to comply with a technical specifi-
cation that would place the plant in a condition that could potentially impact

j on the safety of the plant. These technical specifications where relief was

[ granted are discussed in the following paragraphs:

I

|

| .
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(a) Borated Water Storage Tank Volume

The borated water storage tank volume is part of the ECCS and ensures that
sufficient supply of borated water is available for injection by ECCS in

event of a LOCA. Technical Specification 3.1.2.9 and 3.5.4 require the
BWST to have a volume of between 415,200 and 449,000 gallons of borated

water.

The licensee and IE onsite personnel evaluated the requirements and deter-
mined that in view of the fact that the amount of borated water available
for ECCS in the Reactor Building Sump and the remaining volume in the BWST
would meet the required volume. Relief was granted to Technical Specifica-

tion 3.1.2.9 and 3.5.4 by the Regional Director based on this information.

(b) Reactor Building Sump Level Indicator

The Reactor Building Sump Level Indicator is part of the RCS leakage detec-

tion system required by Technical Specification 4.4.6 2b and 2d in order to'

determine Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary leakage.

The licensee, NSS vendor, and IE personnel felt that it was desirable to

remain in the controlled condition of RCS temperature of 400'F and pressure
of 2000 psig until the decay heat closed cooling water pump coupling and

motor bearing were replaced and the pump operable. The RCS leakage was

approximately .9 gpm prior to the accident. In view of the fact the licensee

operations and IE personnel were able to monitor plant parameters, initiate

a calculation for RCS leakage, and monitor for any changes in trends relief

to TS 4.4.6 2b and 2d was granted by the Regional Director.

(c) Decay Heat Closed Cooling Water Loops

Technical Specification 3.5.2 requires two independent ECCS subsystems
comprised of one operable decay heat cooler, and an operable flow path
capable of taking suction from the borated water storage tank on a safety

.
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,

:

,

e

injection signal and manually transferring suction to the containment sump
during the recirculation phase of operation. With one ECCS subsystem
inoperable (Decay Heat Closed Cooling Water), restore the inoperable sub-
system to operable status within 72 hours or be in Mode 4 hot shutdown*

within the next 12 hours.

:

Technical Specification 3.7.3.2 provides similar requirements for the two
independent decay heat closed cycle cooling water loops, and is applicable
to Modes 1, 2, 3 and 4. Technical Specification 3.7.4.2 provides similar
requirements for two independent decay heat sea water loops. The repair of
Decay Heat Closed Cooling Water Pump (DCP-1A) affected Technical Specifications, .

3.5.2, 3.7.3.2, and 3.7.4.2 while the plant was in Mode 3. It was determined
j plant safety would be enhanced by granting relief to these technical speci-

fications and remaining in hot standby until two decay heat loops (and
support systems) were opercble. Relief was granted to Technical Specifi-

'

cations 3.5.2, 3.7.3.2 and 3.7.4.2 by the Regional Director.

(d) FSAR Commitment for Testing Communications

On February 29, 1980, relief was granted to the commitment of FSAR Appendix
12B, Section 2.5, Communications. This requires both the reactor building
and the plant site evacuation alarms to be tested weekly on a predetermined
schedule.

.
Plant alarms testing was accomplished in accordance with Surveillance Test
SP-323 on February 22, 1980, and the plant site evacuation alarm was
activated successfully February 26, 1980. Additional surveillance was
cancelled until the next scheduled surveillance on March 7, 1980. Relief
was granted to the FSAR commitment by the Regional Director to avoid
unnecessary confusion during past emergency plant activities.

!
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5.4 Investigative Effort

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Region II response to the Crystal
River 3 February 26, 1980, transient included the assignment of a regional
investigator to assist the response team with the preliminary inquiry into the
facts and circumstances of the transient. The investigator arrived on site on
the evening of February 26, 1980.

On February 27, 1980, the investigator was assigned to provide general assis-
tance.to the review team addressing the causative factors of the transient. The

investigator acquired from Florida Power Corporation basic wor' ting documents for
the Crystal River Unit 3, Nuclear Plant, such as an organizational roster, as
well as copies of depositions taken by FPC from personnel who participated in ar
were witness to the transient. These depositions included those of the following
individuals:

***** , Nuclear Technical Support Technician (NTST)
*****, Instrument Technician

*****, Shift Supervisor
***** , Assistant Shift Supervisor

***** , Chief Nuclear Operator
*****, Electrician

*****, NTST

In reviewing these depositions it was noted that Nuclear Technical Support
Technicians (NTST) were working in control room electrical cabinets at the time

of the transient. An interview of FPC NTSTs ***** and ***** and electrician
***** was conducted by R. J. Marsh, Regional Investigator, and M. Hunt, Reactor
Inspector, on February 29, 1980, to determine if the electrical work being

'

performed on February 26, 1980, ln anyway created or exacerbated the transient.
The results of this interview are provided in the following section of this
report.

i

***** (Name Deleted)
|

i
!
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The investigator utilized available access control records which reflected

individual entrance / egress times for the Crystal River 3 control room and other
vital areas. An audit of the access control records revealed general agreement

with the content of the FPC depositions and statements made during NRC interviews.

Members of the NRC Performance Appraisal Branch (PAB) who were on site, and in
some cases within the Crystal River 3 control room at the time of the transient

and initial recovery efforts, were contacted for their comments and observations.

_ _ _ _
- . - - _ _ . - - - - - -. -
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RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH MESSERS. *****, *****, AND ***** AS RECORDED BY

R. J. MARSH, REGIONAL INVESTIGATOR, U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION ON

FEBRUARY 29, 1980.

As part of the U. S. NRC preliminary inquiry into the facts and circumstances of
the February 26, 1980, transient at FPC's Crystal River Unit 3 Nuclear Plant
(CR3), the following FPC personnel were interviewed by Regional Investigator R.
J. Marsh and Reactor Inspector M. Hunt on February 29, 1980:

*****, Nuclear Technical Support Technician (NTST)
*****, Nuclear Technical Support Technician (NTST)
*****, Electrician

By way of background, the following narrative of the sequence of events was
assembled from the contents of this group interview and available documentary

evidence.

During the early portion of the work shift in which the February 26, 1980 transient
occurred, NTST's ***** and ***** were engaged in troubleshooting the installation

'
of a Tsat meter.

(Investigator's Note: The T-sat meter system, RC-4-T15, consists

of measurement equipment mounted in the ESF 4160 V switchgear

room, adjacent to the remote shutdown panel, with remote indicators

mounted on the control room operator's console.)

The work being performed by ***** and ***** was assigned on Work Request 13860
and described the unsatisfactory condition as " meter shows B loop Tsat margin to
be 234'F actual margin is approximately 100*". Work instructions were entered

as " Trouble Shoot. Make necessary adjustments." ***** stated they had earlier
identified a bad buffer on T and had replaced it.eold

i
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Both ***** and ***** entered the control room at 1422 hours and were in the
process of investigating the RC wide range pressure. At the time of the trip,

***** was observing as ***** made checks, using a Fluke 8020A digital voltmeter,
with probes inserted in circuit 4 of the buffer module (6-5-8). Module 6-5-8 is
located in NNI cabinet 6, which is supplied from the NNI Y power supply.

Investigator Note: The NNI system is comprised cf 8 cabinets

with cabinets 1 to 5 being on the X bus and 6 to 8 being on

the Y bus. A solid barrier exists between cabinet 5 and 6.

No inter-connection between the NNI X and Y buses was identified

except through signal conditioners / processing circuits

(e.g. , X transmitter feeding a Y buffer or signal conditioning
i

module).

At approximately 2:23:21 p.m. both NTSTs heard an audible " click" from their

left in the area of NNI cabinets 2 and 3 which house circuit breakers S1 and S2

(cabinet #2) and the NNI X power supplies (cabinet #3). The most distant cabinet
(#2) was approximately 8 feet distant. Nearly concurrent with the " click",
***** and ***** heard the announcement of the control room operators that "We've
lost ICS power".,

***** immediately responded by moving to the ICS cabinet, approximately 30 feet
to his left, where he found ICS power as displayed by meters to be all right.

i

Being aware that the loss of the ICS power annunciator can be misleading since
it is also the " window" for a loss of NNI power, he returned to cabinet #3 when

he noted the four Lambda power supplies to be down. Checking in adjacent cabinet
No. 2, ***** observed circuit breakers S1 and S2 to be tripped. His attempts to
reset the S1 and S2 breakers were unsuccessful. ***** and ***** then crossed ;

the control room and verified that circuit breaker 25 in the 120 VAC, vital bus |
3C cabinet (VBDPS) which supplies S1 and S2 was in a non-tripped condition.

r
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Approximately 10 to 12 minutes was used by ***** and ***** assisted by NTST
***** in removing the heavy steel cover of the VBDP5 cabinet to gain access to
and verify the condition of the circuit fuse (130 volt, 30 amp) supplying

breaker 25. The fuse was found to be unfailed.

***** and ***** returned to the NNI power supplies in cabinet 3 to further
examine the reasons behind S1 and S2's failure to reset. ***** secured perti-

nent schematics from the NTST workshop adjacent to the control room and returned
to *****. Access control records reflect ***** exited and reentered the control
room at 2:34 p.m. and exited a second time at 2:37 p.m.

***** discovered that the power supply monitor module in cabinet No. 3 was
having a " crowbar" effect locking out the reset of circuit breakers S1 and S2

(cabinet No. 2). Spikes, subsequently, observed on deenergired strip charts (AC
driven) at 2:35:33 p.m. indicate additional attempts were ma.ie ta reset circuit
breakers S1 and S2.

Finally, following the physical removal by ***** of the power supply monitor
module, circuit breakers S1 and S2 held when reset, thereby restoring NNI X bus
power at 2:44:12 p.m.

In addition to the narrative discussion of the sequence of events the following
questions were presented to the TP&L employees by M. Hunt, Reactor Inspector,
with responses as indicated.

i

.
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A ***** To the best of my knowledge it is not. At the time (of the trip)

. we were in cabinet No. 6, which is in the NNI Y power supply.
There is an interconnector involved in the signal path between X

and Y.

Q - Hunt: Have you ever experienced any problems like this before?

A ***** In ICS when we were first coming up we've had a contact trip

power supplies but we've never had a problem with resetting. We

were immediately able to reset. (It) was a grounded contact that

went to the power supply itself. It was something they were j

doing in testing (that caused the problem).

Q - Hunt: Have you ever had a trip from a signal ground?

A ***** No, but we've had some upsets.

Q - Hunt: You were not involved with any wiring at the time (of the transient)?

i
'

|

A ***** That's affirmative. We were merely troubleshooting with test'

| probes in the test jacks on the front panel.

A ***** At the time I was working with ***** in or around cabinet No. 6

which is a Y cabinet. We were taking voltage readings on the
buffer. We were using a Fluke 8020A on module 658, circuit 4. ,

i

|
Q - Hunt: Did you (during the transient) smell any smoke? '

A ***** No. I did not but other people did. (These people were:) *****

(nuclear planning ' coordinator), ***** (nuclear technical support
supervisor) and ***** (chief nuclear technical support technician)..

It was before we pulled the power supply monitor module an' it

was around the annunciator (event recorder) cabinet. I might,

add, I looked at the event recorder cabinet which is parallel,

;

i
'

|
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right across from the NNI-ICS cabinets, and we saw burnt elements

in there. I don't know if it was a diode or resistor. The event

recorder cabinet comes off the same bus (NNI X power supply). It

comes off inverter 3C.

A ***** A little after the trip I smelled the smoke. Regarding the burnt

elements in the events recorder cabinet, it is not the precise

area I smelled the smoke but it is in the general area.

Q - Hunt: At the time of the transient, are you aware of any other instrument

techs or electricians being present in the control room?

A - ***** The only other people I was aware of other than being with AAAAA
was an NRC inspector (PAB member W. Schafer) over by the computer
giving a "requal" to *****.

A ***** (Only the NRC inspector mentioned by *****).

Q - Hunt: Then with the exception of you two, there is no one else working

on cabinets? There is no other electrical work going on?

A ***** No, not around us. No.

Q - Hunt: The breakers S1, S2, will they trip if they see an under voltage

coming to them?

|

A ***** I'm not knowledgible about that. I have some questions myself.
From what I understand we need a delay from that breaker in order
to get the power supply to energize the relays in the power
monitor to lift the " crow bar" and apparently we were not getting
the delay from the breakers.

Q - Hunt: You mentioned the recent installation of a new in plant radio
system. Has there ever been any upsets that you know of related
to the use of the radio? From radio transmissions?

|
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A ***** This was the big thing when the plant was coming on (line) ...
but to the best of my knowledge it has not had any effect.

A ***** I've seen it at other plants but here we don't have any evidence
to that effect -- having RF interference. That would cause an
upset but would not cause the power supply to trip. But it is
something that should be pursued because we've had a few unexplained

glitches.

Q - Hunt: When you two were working together was there anyone from the

operations side assisting you?

A ***** No.

***** was recorded by the access control records as having entered the control
room at 2:21 p.m. The reasons for entering the control room and post transient

actions were discussed with him.

***** stated he entered the control room because it was his break time and he
***** explained be is still a licensed operatorwent up to see what was going on.

and has recently transferred to the electricisn's position.

He stated that at the beginning of the transient he observed the operator's loss
of indication (gauges to halfscale, many annunciators failed) and was requested
by control room operator ***** to proceed to the remote shutdown panel (in the
ESF 4160 V switchgear room) and to provide from these readings that he, *****
sight feel were more valid than those on the main control board.

***** is recorded in access control records as entering the area of the remote

shutdown panel at 1428 hours. He stated that as he departed the control room,
at 1427 hours, they were on high pressure injection and were without the majority
of their non-nuclear instrumentation.

.
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Upon arrival at the remote shutdown panel, ***** states, he found the telephone
headset (and attached long cable) inoperable and was forced to use the handset
which was some distance from the remote shutdown panel.

***** advised the control room that available readings at the remote shutdown.

panel reflected approximately 10" in steam generator A and approximately 25" and
increasing slightly in steam generator B. He noted that A loop T was about

hot
580*. RC pressure was an indicated 1500 pounds which ***** viewed as erroneous

since he was aware HPI was initiated with balanced flows prior to his departure
from the control room. He indicated pressurizer level was about 240".

***** indicated most of his specific observations while at the remote shutdown
panel were reflected in his earlier deposition. ***** stated he remained at the
remote panel until approximately 4:00 p.m.

The direct investigative support to the NRC response team was terminated with

the departure of the investigator from the Crystal River site on March 2, 1980.
As of that time no specific conclusions had been reached regarding the causative
factors of the February 26, 1980, transient. Available information provided no
identifiable basis to support any contention that direct actions of FPC technical
personnel (NTST or electricians) contributed to the cause or severity of the
transient. To the contrary, the ready availability of knowledgable technicians
in the immediate vicinity of the control room (as opposed to being on call at

their residences) at the time of the transient had a ameliorative effect in the
identification of the problem and restoration of power to the NNI System.

.
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6.1 Licensee Emergency Response

The development of the Crystal River emergency plan and implementing procedures
has been evolving since the submittal of the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR)
in 1971. As defined in the Code of Federal Regulations 10 CFR 50, Appendix E

" Emergency Plans for Production and Utilization Facilities", the Crystal River
Emergency Plan contains provisions for: assessing an incident; classifying an

accident severity; appropriate notifications; appropriate response by plant
personnel; and necessary plans, procedures, equipment, and ins * umentations to
implement specified actions. Revisions to the Crystal River Emergency Plan have
been made periodically to incorporate improvements developed as a result of
drill critiques, NRC inspections, and subsequent regulations. A summary of
previous NRC emergency planning inspections is presented in Table 6.1.1.

A comprehensive revision to the Crystal River Emergency Plan is being developc
in conjunction with the NRC State and local agencies, and the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA). However, this revision will not be completed until
late 1980, with portions scheduled for completion in 1981.

At the time of the event on February 26, 1980, the licensee's Emergency Plan had

been incorporated into the emergency implementing procedures as EM-100 " Emergency

Plan". The remaining 21 implementing procedures listed in Table 6.1.2, provide ,

explicit instructions necessary to activate portions of the plan. Drills had
been conducted on these procedures, with the exception of E:f-103, 302, 303 and |

304, which were initially developed in February 1980.

6.1.1 Detection of the Emergency
l

\

At 2:23 p.m. , February 26, 1980, the +24V bus to the electrical system failed,
opening the PORV. Approximately 90 seconds later, the reactor and turbine
tripped. Following a reactor trip, the plant radwaste supervisor would routinely
go to the control room to monitor radiation levels and indicators. Previous
reactor trips had resulted in low-level radioiodine releases to the auxiliary;

| building, which could be monitored from the control room instrumentation.
i |

,
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Around 2:30 p.m. , the radwaste supervisor noted that the cperational transient,
to which the plant operations staff was responding, was effecting the radiation

levels in containment. Over the period of 10 minutes, reactor building (RB)

atmosphere radioactivity increased, and after RB isolation at 2:44 the RB dome
monitor continued increasing beyond the high radiation alarm level of 10 R/hr at

2:34 to 50 R/hr.

The radwaste supervisor called the Health Physics (HP) control point and instructed
all HP's to remain onsite (shift change 3:00 p.m.). This action by the radwaste

! supervisor assured that 12 HP technicians (techs) and 4 supervisors would be
available. The normal "backshift" complement of HP techs is 2.

The Operations Superintendent was in the control room at the time of the power
loss. As discussed previously, operator actions and control room assessments
recognized the potential for a small break LOCA. The Plant Manager, in his
office, was informed. The Technical Servicer Superintendent responded to the
control room.

The plant manager, upon being notified by the control room of the event, at
2:35, called the NRC Atlanta NRC RII office.

2

After discussions with the NRC Region II, the plant manager went to the control
room 2:50.

The NRC had a " Performance Appraisal Team" (PAT) a resident inspector (trainee),
a regional inspector, and an OLB examiner, at Crystal River at the time of the
power loss. Several NRC inspectors were in the control room when the power loss
occurred. By 2:50, these NRC PAT members had connected with the NRC HOTLINE

system and the NRC Headquarters and Regional office, acting as communicators and
were actively assessing the control room acitivites. The NRC RII office activated

the HOTLINE phone system and manned the regional emergency center prior to the
site emergency declaration. The NRC response is presented in more detail in
Section 4.5.
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.

6.1.2 Classification of the Emer2ency

,

6.1.2.1 Licensee Classification Procedures
,

The Crystal River emergency plan implementing procedures specify the following
criteria for the classification of emergency levels:

Class "A"

(As defined in EM-100 and EM-203)

1. A sustained and unevaluated high radiation alarm on an area monitor.

2. Containment evacuation alarm

3. Report of an abnormal increase of direct radiation in excess of 100 mR/hr

4. An unexplained increase in airborne radioactivity concentrations inside the
plant in excess of IE-9 uCi/cc

5. Removable surface contamination in an area outside the RCA in excess of
2 21000 dpm/cm geta gamma over an area of 100 ft

6. Removable surface contamination in an area outside the RCA in excess of 50
2dpm/100 cm alpha

|

7. A high radiation alarm on gaseous effluent monitors RM-A1G and/or RM-A2G

and failure of the appropriate release interlock devices.

For the above criteria: a high radiation alarm was achieved at 2:34 p.m. when
the reacter building dome monitor high rad level alarmed. The reading of the

| dome monitor at this time was 10 R/hr. This level was directly observed by the
Radwaste Supervisor, who, as previously cited, had positioned himself in the
control room at the initiation of the reactor trip.

__ . . .-- _
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The containment evacuation alarm was not initiated because at the time of the
reactor / turbine trip, immediate operator actions were to contact security and
verify no personnel were in containment. (See Section 6.2.1.4).

The abnormal increase of direct radiation was achieved at 2:34.

The high airborne activity was detected at 2:34. The concentration of radio-
nuclides, principally noble gases, necessary to elevate the dome monitor to 10
R/hr, was sufficient to elevate airborne activity in excess of IE-9 uCi/cc.
Subsequent reactor containment atmosphere samples, taken at 4:00 p.m., indicated

a concentration of approximately 2E-2 uCi/cc, confirming this criteria.

The remaining items relate to releases outside the RCA which did not occur due

to the isolation of containment.

Therefore, the facility experienced a " Class A" emergency at 2:34. In as much
as the criteria presented in " Class B" below were met at the same time as the

" Class A", the correct classification, as delineated below, was immediately to a
" Class B".

The actions of the Emergency Coordinator and control room personnel, to classify
the emergency, was described by the participants to have basically developed
upon similar lines. The plant did not declare a " Class A" emergency; but instead
first went to a " Class B" emergency.

Class "B"

(As defined in EM-100 and.EM-203)

1. A loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) by verification of high RB pressure, high
pressure injection (HPI), and initiation of RB sprays.

2. Uncontrolled release of radioactive gases which could result in a whole
body dose in excess of 250 mrem to personnel outside the confines of the
Unit 3 fence and downstream of the plume.

_. ___
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3. Notification of the drop of a spent fuel element or cask, with or without a

radiation alarm.

For the above criteria, a LOCA can be viewed in two contexts:

All the criteria for identification of a LOCA specified in the emergency plan

were not fully satisfied, in as much as the initiation of the reactor building

sprays did not occur. The high reactor building pressure alarm was reached at
2:32, at a setpoint of 2 psig. The HPI had been initiated at 2:26 upon the low

reactor coolant pressure signal. However, the reactor building pressure, which

reached a maximum of 4 psig at 2:44, was not near the 15 psig setpoint needed to
activate the spray system.

However, the facility did experience a loss of coolant event. Since reactor

coolant was being discharged from bypassing the pressurizer relief valves through
the reactor drain tank and out through the rupture disk to the containment sump,
and makeup flow was required to sustain core cooling, the event should be classi-
fled as a small break LOCA. In addition, since two of the three elements in the

" Class B" event criteria were met and a confirming event (high reactor containment
radioactivity on the dome monitor) was present, the event would properly be
classified as a " Class B" event.

The fuel rod drop criterion was not applicable.

Therefore, the " Class B" emergency should have been declared, based upon the
' LOCA and supporting high radiation levels in containment, at 2:34.

6.1.2.2 Licensee Classification

The sequence of events, which resulted in the classification of the emergency
were as follows:

.
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The decision to escalate directly to a " Class B" emergency at 3:05 p.m. was
based upon the perception by the Emergency Coordinator, Plant Manager, and
control room operators, that a small-break LOCA was in progress. The time of
3:05 p.m. was established by interview with the Plant Manager, Operations Super-
intendent, Technical Services Supervisor, and in review of licensee records from
EM-204. The alarm on the reactor building dome monitor, and the dome monitor's
increasing level (to a high of approximately 50 R/hr) supported the decision to
initiate the emergency plan " Class B" actions: establish the emergency organiza-
tion, perform required notifications, and select personnel to fill various
positions within the emergency organization. In retrospect, the classification

designation of " Class B", appears to be appropriate based upon the parameters at
the time. The 30 minute time period, which was utilized to gain perspective on
the accident, to verify the effect of the accident and to plan appropriate
actions, while acceptable, is undesirably long.

6.1.3 Initial Actions

As specified in the EM-100, acticas are required based upon the " Class B" severity
level classification which are presented in Table 6.1.3. The activities specified

in Table 6.1.3 can be evaluated against the sequence of events presented in
Section 4.3. At 3:05 p.m. , when the Plant Manager, Technical Services Superin-
tendnet (Emergency Coordinator), and Operations Superintendent agreed to classify
the event as a " Class B", the emergency organization was initiated as shown in
Figure 6.1.1. In general, most activities were initiated as required, with the
exception of:

EM-100, Section 4.6.'2.1h - the Environmental Survey Team was not dispatched
until between 3:30 and 3:40 to confirm there were no releases bypassing the
effluent monitors. The first measurements were made at 3:40 on the plant basin
area, over one hour from the 2:34 high rad alarms in containment and LOCA symptoms.
Also, plant personnel were evacuated for 30 minutes without physical confirmation
that no unknown releases were in progress.

.W
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6.1.4 Licensee Notifications

The requirements for Crystal River to notify and the State of Florida, the NRC,
and other agencies, are contained in the emergency plan implementing procedures

EM-100 and EM-207

" Class A"

the emergency coordinator will use the plant PA system to notify planta.

personnel of the emergency

b. If personnel are inside the RB, the RB evacuation alarm will be sounded

As soon as practicable, notify the Plant Managerc.

d. If the emergency involves, or may involve, radioactive releases or property
damage, notify the NRC and Florida Division of Health *

EM-207 also contains a supplemental entry to the EM-100 list above:

Verification of any " Class B" or " Class C" emergency or anytime the reactore.

is in a tripped condition and the reactor is less than 50 degrees F subcooled

(Notification must be made to the NRC within I hour on the NRC direct
line).

" Class B"

a. In addition to the notifications in " Class A", the emergency coordinator

shall:

1. Call the Fossil Plant control room by plant phone, verify the emergency

status, and direct them to pass the word over the Fossil plant PA
system if a release to the plant site has occurred.

1 ,
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2. Call the Florida Division of Health Watch Officer and NOTIFY him of
the incident if the incident resulted in a plant release.

b. The Fossil plant shift supervisor shall:

1. Direct all operating personnel on duty to report to the Fossil Plant
control center

2. Direct all others to evacuate to the assembly points as specified by

the emergency coordinator.

EM-100: The NRC and Florida Division of Health will be notified in accordance
with the following, Pursuant to Section 20.403, 10 CFR 20, the NRC Region II
Inspection and Enforcement Office shall be notified by telephone and telegraph
of any incident involving by-product, souce, or special nuclear material that
caused or threatens to cause:

a. Exposure of the whole body...

b. The release of radioactive materials...

c. A loss of one working week or more of the operations of the facility

d. Damage to property in excess of $200,000

EM-207: " Call the State Duty Officer Warning Point Tallahassee via National

Warning System (NAWAS) at " State Warning Point Tallahassee" and notify him of

the incident utilizing Appendix "A" and the Radiological Accident Reporting

Form. Should NAWAS be inoperative, make notification by commercial telephone
utilizing the number listed in EM-206. In the event the " State Warning Point

Tallahassee" cannot be contacted, notify the Duty / Communications / Teletype at
" Alternate State Warning Point Tallahassee". If unable to contact either Warning

*The notification methods are further specified as follows:

. _ _ . _ __ - . _ ; .7__ _ _
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Point, notify the nearest Florida Highway Patrol station, Sheriff's Office,
County Disaster Preparedness Office, or Division of Disaster Preparedness (State)

l office, providing information concerning information concerning the event of
delivery by the most expeditior.a means to the " State Warning Point Tallahassee".
Appendix A of EM-207 is listed in Table 6.1.4.

The reference to the NAWAS broadcast is important. The NAWAS broadcast, although
in a rudimentary " code", provides radio broadcast to Tallahassee. However, this
radio channel is monitored by the Citrus County Disaster Preparedness Agency,
and is a method for their notification. If the NAWAS is not utilized, the State

Warning Point Tallahassee must initiate a sequence of events, and evaluations,
and notifications - resulting in a delay for receipt of information to the local
agencies.

It is also important to note that the State of Florida Emergency Plan has received
federal concurrence. Thus, the "NAWAS one call" concept from the plant to the
State Warning Point Tallahassee is the approved method of emergency notification.

.

The adequacy of the notification from the plant can be viewed in two ways: (1) !

The failure to use NAWAS to the State Warning Point Tallahassee Duty Officer did
.

result in an approximate 10-minute delay in State notification and (2) the failure
to use NAWAS resulted in a significant delay (until the State could assess the
information, activate the State Warning Point, and begin notifications) to the
Citrus County Disaster Preparedness Agency. Although the procedure allows for
direct telephone contact, it is only if NAWAS is inoperable. It had been the

j decision of the Plant Manager, that the number of individuals present in the
! control room, coupled with the noise level in the control room was such that the
;

j NAWAS broadcast might have been unintelligable. However, no attempt was made to

test NAWAS to determine if the system was functional. The plant manager then went,
via the Technical Support Center,'from the control room to his office, and via

| commerical telephone, directly contacted the State Warning Point Tallahassee -
Duty Officer at 3:17. The plant manager presented a status report and answered

|
|

|

|
,

0
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questions posed by the State. In addition, the plant manager agreed to call

back at 4:30, or sooner if there were a change of status or any release of

radioactive material.

Failure of the plant to utilize NAWAS, and the resultant delayed notification

effect upon the Citrus County Disaster Preparedness Agency, is an item of noncom-
pliance with Technical Specification 6.8.1.e requiring implementation of EM-207.

(80-14-1).

The NRC was already in direct telephone contact, as the onsite inspectors from
the NRC had manned the HOTLINE to Washington and Atlanta NRC emergency centers.

However, it should be realized that NAWAS would only have broadcast to the
various agencies that the plant was having problems and that a " Class B" (Category
III) event was in progress with no releases. Citrus County was not able to begin
mobilization and was caught unaware of the problem at the plant.

In interviewing the various participants at the plant, it became clear that the

plant personnel were sensitive to the classification of the event. Individuals

contacted specifically stated that, if the event had been a " Class C" (offsite

release) that NAWAS would have been used and a direct line to the State Warning
Point Tallahassee established for the purpose of forwarding release information.

6.1.5 Plant Evacuation and Accountability

At 3:23, when the plant evacuation announcement was made over the plant PA
system, and plant personnel were made aware of the " Class B" event, an evacuation
of non-essential personnel was performed.

Upon notification of the evacuation, nonessential plant personnel proceeded to
the guard station, where a rad technician had gone with personnel survey instrumentation
to survey anyone who " set off" the portal monitor, and to answer any questions
personnel might have about possible contamination. However, the number of indivi-
duals was such that personnel waited up to 10 minutes outside (in a potential plume
area) to be surveyed.

. - - . - - - -. -- _ _ ;- g .. - - . . - . . -
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All nonessential personnel were released from the guard station and a completed
accountability sheet forwarded to the Technical Support Center by 3:45. No

contaminated personnel were found,

i

In addition to the guard station monitoring, the HP staff performed individual

surveys of every individual who evacuated from the RCA, as they passed the KP
control point.

6.1.6 Onsite Notification of Plant Problems

The " Class B" notification was also given at 3:20 to the Units 1 & 2 fossil
plant and Units 4 & 5 construction site supervisors. The Emergency Coordinator,
pursuant to EM-214, in the notification to the other plants, instructed the

Units 1 & 2 personnel to leave open areas near the coal yard, and to proceed to
the fossil plant control room. This would enable the fossil plants to continue
to operate (assuring power to the electrical grid - and a source of offsite
pcwer to CR3), yet to have the personnel in a standby mode for immediate evacu-
ation in the event radioactivity was detected leaving the facility.

6.1.7 Site Security

At the Techincal Support Center (TSC), during the staff meeting at 4:00 p.m.
with the plant manager, after plant status and personnel accountability had been
confirmed, the plant manager directed plant security not to evacuate the guard
station, but to dispatch a security team to the entrance to the plant access
road, near its intersection with US 19, a distance of approximately 4.5 miles
from the nuclear unit. The plant manager specified that only essential personnel
would be admitted to the plant site. The roadblock remained in effect until

March 1, 1980.

+

The road block on the plant access road was established at 4:24. The actions to
restrict access and to conduct security operations from the guardhouse during a
" Class B" event are in accordance with procedures EM-211 and EM-212 (Duties of
the Security Officer and Duties of the Plant Guards).

.
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6.1.8 Offsite Liaison

The followup communications with the State of Florida, State Warning Point
Tallahassee, and with the Florida Division of Disaster Preparednes was limited
to periodic calls between the plant manager and the State Duty Watch Officer.
The initial notification was concluded about 3:35, and a commitment was given by
tue plant manager to call back if there were any releases from the facility or
at least by 4:30 for a status update. At 4:15 - 4:30, additional calls were

received by the plant from local agencies. The plant manager did call back the
State Warning Point Tallahassee at 4:25.

6.1.9 Site Support Facilities

Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure EM-102, dated February 22, 1980, relates

to the activities which are designed to reduce the confusion and personnel
necessary in the control room. In accordance with the " Lessons Learned from
TMI" (USNRC NUREG-0578 and other documents), the licensee developed a Technical
Support Center (TSC) to support their activities and tne activities of the

responding NRC response team.

Other offsite agencies which responded to the event, were directed to the Offsite,

Support Center, located in the town of Crystal River (approximately 12 miles
away), at a district office of FPC. The telephone support available at both the
TSC and the Offsite Support center, were inadequate. In fact, had the situation

developed into a TMI magnitude event, the NRC and licensee actions would have
been severely hampered by the extremely limited number of available outside
commercial lines available to the plant (approximately 6). In addition, both

centers were not adequately sized to support a large event. Although the centers
were adequate for the limited response made, future analysis of the size and
communications needs of these two areas should be reviewed and implemented
pursuant to NUREG 0578 and 0654.

,
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Recommendations were also made during the course of the interviews by plant
personnel that will be reviewed by the licensee's critique of the emergency,

i.e., a microphone and closed circuit TV system from the control room into the

Technical Support Center to allow the TSC to monitor control room activities

without disrupting the control room events.

A review of the ability of personnel to adequately record information required

by the emergency plan implementing procedures should be evaluated. A possible
solution is a dedicated position in the control room, technical support center,

and a person assigned to the emergency coordinator to record times and important
decisions / telephone calls / meetings / actions.

The adequacy of the TSC and Offsite Support Center shall be considered an open
item, (80-14-6), pending final licensee implementation of NUREG-0578 and NUREG-0654.

6.1.10 Emergency Organization

The emergency organization at Crystal River is under review by the NRC to evaluate
their implementation of the Lessons Learned from TMI. The Technical Support
Center and post-accident sampling procedures had been instituted the week before
the event.,

The licensee procedure regarding the TSC, EM-102, is inadequate in the instruction
given to participants "The Technical Support Center and Operational Support
Center shall function as points of assembly for making the integrated technical
expertise of experineced plant personnel as required to assist the Emergency
Coordinator while at the same time minimizing the number of personnel in the
plant control room to those absolutely necessary to bring the plant to a safe
shutdown". This statement is a goal, but the procedure does not do more than
bring people together. There is no definitive function, and EM-102 does not
delineate all participants in the TSC, establish functional checklists, nor
assign functional responsibilities and identify the resourses they will have to
accomplish the management of the accident. This shall be considered an open
item, (80-14-7), pending licensee implementation of NUREG-0578 and NUREG-0654.

__ _ _ - -
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6.1.11 Other Procedures

Inspectors reviewed the procedures listed in Table 6.1.2 to determine if additional
procedural discrepancies existed or if any procedures utilized were not fully
implemented.

.

As discussed in Section 6.3 procedure EM-210 was not fully implemented. As
I previously discussed, procedures EM-207 and EM-100 were not completely implemented.

In addition, procedure EM-206 (Emergency Roster) was determined to be missing
the name of the Plant Manager (Mr. Dan Poole). Inspectors confirmed this finding
again on March 6, 1980, and found neither the plant managers' name nor home phone
number in the Control Room copy of EM-206. The plant manager's phone number was

located in a desk telephone directory located in the control room, but not in
control room procedures or en the control room status board. Sections 3.1 and

3.2 of EM-206 requires roster changes to be made within 2 weeks when changes
affect the Emergency Plan personnel or telephone numbers.

This instance of the EM-206 Emergency Roster being inaccurt te is the second

occurrence of licensee failure to maintain an accurate EM-i.06. The previous

|
item of noncompliance (77-24-02) was cited in January 1978. This item of non-

]
compliance shall be considered a seednd example of licensee noncompliance with
Technical Specification 6.8.1.e requiring implementation cf Sections 3.1 and 3.2

; of EM-206 which requires changes to EM-206 to be posted ist working copies within

two weeks. (80-14-1).

6.1.12 Records and Documentation

In addition to the procedure review cited above, inspectors attempted to review
the records and documentation required for logging, reco-ding, or otherwise
satisfying record requirements of the emergency EM procedures. Specifically,

.t

''

"
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inspectors were unable, due to pressing recovery operations, to examine in
detail the available records from the Emergency Coordinator, Radiation Survey
Team, and Environmental Survey Team. Respective procedures require documentation
of various actions, times, and observations. Preliminary review indicates required
documentation may have been incomplete. This item shall be considered as unresolved,
(80-14-8), pending future investigation by the NRC.

>

.
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TABLE 6.1.1

PREVIOUS NRC CRYSTAL RIVER EMERGENCY PLANNING INSPECTIONS

The NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement routicaly conducts unannounced inspec-
tions of licensee emergency plans and implementit.g procedures. The Emergency Plan
inspection is normally scheduled for an annual audit frequency, but is adjusted
based upon licensee performance.

The Crystal River facility has been inspected six (6) times since 1978. A brief
synopsis of these inspections is as follows:

DATE INSPECTION REPORT

December 7, 1979 Special RII Team Inspection

50-302/79-50

February 23, 1979 Routine RII Inspection

50-302/79-11,

January 26, 1979 Routine RII Inspection

50-302/79-7

May 5, 1978 Routine RII Inspection

50-302/78-11
.

March 31, 1978 Routine RII Inspection

50-302/78-7

January 12, 1978 Routine RII Inspection

50-302/77-24

.
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TABLE 6.1.2

CRYSTAL RIVER EMERGENCY PLAN IMPLEMENTATING PROCEDURES

NUMBER TITLE REVISION DATE

EM-100 EMERGENCY PLAN 6/22/79
1

EM-101 FIRE PROTECTION PLAN 10/24/79

EM-102 STAFFING OF TECHNICAL SUPPORT CENTER AND OPERATIONAL

SUPPORT CENTER 2/22/80

EM-201 DUTIES OF AN INDIVIDUAL WHO DISCOVERS AN EMERGENCY 10/24/74

EM-202 DUTIES OF THE EMERGENCY COORDINATOR 9/28/78

EM-203 CLASSIFICATION OF EMERGENCIES AND CRITERIA FOR EVACUATION 6/22/79

EM-204 DOSE ASSESSMENT BY USE OF METEOROLOGICAL OVERLAYS 2/25/80

EM-205 EVACUATION AND PERSONNEL ACCOUNTABILITY OF CR3 PERSONNEL 9/24/75

|

EM-206 EMERGENCY PLAN ROSTER AND NOTIFICATION 10/24/79

'

EM-207 REPORTING REQUIREMENTS ON EMERGENCIES 6/4/79

EM-208 DUTIES OF THE RADIATION EMERGENCY TEAM 2/22/80

EM-209 REENTRY PROCEDURE 2/11/76

EM-210 DUTIES OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY TEAM 9/29/75

EM-211 DUTIES OF THE SECURITY OFFICER I1/18/74

.
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NUMBER TITLE REVISION DATE

EM-212 DUTIES OF TE PLANT GUARDS 5/16/79

EM-213 MEDICAL EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 9/19/78

EM-214 DUTIES OF FOSSIL PLANT PERSONNEL 1/27/75

EM-215 POST-ACCIDENT REACTOR BUILDING PURGING 2/25/80

EM-216 - DUTIES OF TE NUCLEAR PLANT FIRE BRIGADE 7/27/78

EM-?O2 PCdT-A MIDENT SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS OF REACTOR COOLANT 2/25/80

.

EM-3J3 POST-ACCIDENT SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS OF REACTOR BUILDING

ATM0SPERE 2/25/80

EM-304 POST-ACCIDENT SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS OF EFFLUENT RELEASES

FROM TE PLANT 2/25/80

.-. - . .- --. -. . -- |
'
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TABLE 6.1.3

Emergency Response Actions

Required by EM-100

(Excerpted From EM-100)

4.6 Class "B" Radiation Emergency Procedures

4.6.1 General Remarks

Class "B" radiation emergencies are the result of excessive and/or uncontrollable

radioactive releases from the plant, or the result of a loss-of-coolant accident.

4.6.2 Immediate Action

In the event of uncontrollable release of excessive amount of gaseous activity

or a loss-of-coolant accident, the following actions shall take place.

4.6.2.1 Action by the Emergency Coordinator

This position exists during the emergency only. It is filled by the Nuclear

Plant Manager or his designee and may be fulfilled temporarily by the Shift

Supervisor on duty until he is relieved by one of the above, however, the Shift

Supervisor shall perform operations from the Control Center. He shall assume

complete charge of all plant site activities when the plant site evacuation

alarm is sounded.

a. If the emergency is the result of a reactor incident follow the applicable

Emergency Operating Procedures to place the reactor in a safe shutdown

condition and maintain containment integrity.

4

4
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b. Sound the RB evacuation alarm if applicable.

c. Observe the wind direction from Control Center instrumentation of from the
Fossil Plant stack plume to determine evacuation assembly points to assure
personnel will be upstream of the plume.

d. If there are personnel downstream of the plume who may receive a whole body
dose in excess of 0.25 rem, sound the plant site evacuation alarm and

announce over te PA system the evacuation assumble points for personnel.

1. Fossil Plant Assembly Room

2. Emergency Assembly Center in Guardhouse

3. Assembly Area on Plant Access Road

4. Other areas as required to minimize exposures to personnel.

Keep abreast of wind direction changes and instruct personnel to re-evaluate
to keep upstream of the plume with the final objective to evacuate all
non-essential personnel to the assembly area on the plant access road.

Maintain communications with the Fossil Plant Control Center during thee.

emergency.

f. Call out additional personnel as required to organize the Emergency Radiation
and Environmental Survey Teams in accordance with EM-206, Emergency Plan
Roster and Notification.

'

i

g. Alert plant guard to account for all personnel leaving the plant and to
prevent non-authorized personnel from entering the plant site.

,

b. Dispatch the Environmental Survey Team downstream of wind direction to
evaluate radiological conditions.

.

_ _ _ - r
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1. Evaluate the overall conditions in accordance with Section 4.6.3 and EM-204,

Dose Assessment by Use of Meteorological Overlays.

1. If the evaluation indicates that operating personnel will receive more
than 1.25 rem whole body exposure, consideration will be given to
order an orderly shutdown of Units 1 and 2 and for all personnel to '

evacuate the Fossil Plant.

2. If airborne concentrations are such that personnel at the exclusion
boundary could receive a whole body dose in excess of 0.25 rem, declare
a Class "C" emergency and follow the instructions given in Section
4.7.

4.6.2.2 Actions by Other Nuclear Plant Operating Shift Personnel on Duty

Upon hearing the plant evacuation alarm, all operating shift personnel willa.

assemble in the Control Center.

b. All operating shift personnel will obtain respiratory equipment, high range
dosimeters, and emergency curvey instruments located in the Control Center
emergency locker.

c. The Shift Supervisor, acting temporarily as the Emergency coordinator,
shall assign one person to call additional personnel, as required.

4.6.2.3 Action by the Plant Guards

a. Upon hearing the plant evacuation alarm, one guard shall prevent any
unauthorized personnel from entering the plant site. Authorized personnel
are those whose entrance has been approved by the Emergency Coordinator.

b. They shall direct any and all persons leaving the Nuclear Plant to the EAC.

!

I

9

9
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They shall direct all personnel leaving the plant site to assemble at thec.

assembly point (along the roadside near old US-19) to await further instruc-
tions,

d. They shall keep track of all personnel leaving the plant site.

If the wind direction is from 000' to 180*, one guard shall be dispatchede.

to the plant access road assembly point to prevent unauthorized personnel
from entering and to assist monitoring personnel.

4.6.2.4 Action by Fossil Plant Control Center

Upon hearing the plant evacuation alarm or upon verbal notification froma.

the Nuclear Plant, the Control Center Operator shall announce on the PA for
all operating shift personnel to assemble in the Control Cente- and for all
other personnel to immediately evacuate according to the instractions given
by the Emergency Coordinator. They shall await there for further instruc-
tions.

b. All operating personnel will obtain respiratory equipment, hign range
dosimeters, and emergency survey instruments located in the emergency

locker.

Fossil Plant Shift Supervisor shall assign someone to remain in contactc.
with the Nuclear Plant Control Center and the EAC by telephone, or, if

required, by use of the Power Radio Service Base Station.

d. The Fossil Plant Control Center shall execute the instructions given by the

Emergency Coordinator at all times.

4.6.2.6 Action by All Other Plant Personnel

Personnel who have evacuated to the EAC and are not assigned to a Radiationa.

Emergency Team shall standby to assist as required by the Emergency Coordi-

nator.-

.
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b. One person shall be designated to establish communications with the Control

Center for instructions.

c. One or more persons will assist the guard (s) in maintaining order and
accounting for personnel leaving the plant site.

d. As directed by the Emergency Coordinator, personnel will evacuate to the
plant access road assembly area or off site.

4.6.2.7 Action by Environmental Survey Team

a. Team members shall report to the EAC unless instructed otherwise.

b. Open the emergency monitoring kit, don protective clothing, t una on and
checkout survey instruments.

When instructed by the Emergency Coordinator, proceed to the area designatedc.

to evaluate radiological conditions using whatever transportation is avail-
able in the parking area.

d. Follow instructions for use of survey instruments and report findings to
the Emergency Coordinator as expeditiously as possible.

e. Standby for further instructions.

4.6.2.8 Action by Radiation Emergency Team

a. Team members shall assemble at the Chem Rad area (elevation 95 feet of the
control complex) if radiation monitor RM-G2 is not in alarm, otherwise,
assemble in the EAC.

,

b. Open emergency kits (if assembled in EAC) or obtain radiation survey
instruments from Chem Rad area.

.

4

,

4
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Establish communications with Control Center and stand by for instructionsc.

from the Emergency Coordinator.

d. Don protective clothing and obtain full-face respirators or Scott Air-Pacs.
Prepare to enter the plant to evaluate conditions and evacuate personnel
upon instructions from the Emergency Coordinator.

e. Instruct non-essential personnel to leave the area. Monitor all personnel
leaving for cc4tamination.

4.6.3 Evaluation of Plant Conditions

The Emergency Coordinator shall determine the magnitude of severity of the
incident by all means that he has at hand, noteably, the radiation monitoring
panel readings, Emergency Monitoring Team survey results, and *he recommendations

from other perscnnel. He also has available two sets of meteorological overlays
(0-15 miles and 0-50 miles) which encompass the five-mile low population zone
for dose evaluation. If he feels that further evacuation is required to protect
personnel on site and off site, he shall declare a " Class C" emergency. Guidance

for his decision will be action levels given in Section 4.4

If evacuation of the EAC is required, then all personnel shall evacuate to the
intersection of old US-19 and the plant access road. They shall take with them

| the contents of the emergency lockers.

l

|

|
1
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TABLE 6.1.4

APPENDIX "A"

In the event of a radiological incident, the initial message to the State of
Florida must be coded to meet their requirements. Directions to determine the
the code and compile the required reporting requirements follow.

Condition Code

Radiological Incident Ground Fog

Radiological Drill Exercise Cry Wolf

Florida Power Corporation Coaster
Crystal River Tarpon

Determination of Category

Use Category I for Class "C" emergency.

Use Category III for Class "B" emergency.

Determination of Plume

Refer to the attached Radiological Accident Reporting Form (Enclosure 2).
Using zone / sector map, determine the area affected

A message would then be conducted using the following sample format:

f " State Warning Point Tallahassee this is COASTER, over."
(The State will acknowledge with a "go ahead".)

" State Warning Point Tallahassee this is COASTER; GROUND FOG TARPON, CATEGORY

ONE -- GOLF -- HOTEL -- JULIET -- KILO -- one thru five; acknowledge,
over.",

(The State will acknowledge the message.)
4

As time permits, complete Enclosure 2 and relay information to the State. It
1

is understood that due to urgency, some messages may contain only brief initial
report.information.

,

.
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6.2 Inplant Radiological Monitoring and Safety

6.2.1 Process and Radiation Monitor Response

1

a. Three types of radiation monitoring systems provided radiological
information about the plant: area radiation monitors that indicated

dose rate in millirem (or rem) per hour (mr/ir or R/hr); liquid

process monitors that indicated estimated activity in reactor

coolant letdown and; Gas process monitors that indicated estimated
activity in ventilation systems. The monitoring systems examined
in relation to the events of February 26 were:

Area Monitors - Reactor Building Dome (RMG-19)

Reactor Building Personnel Hatch

(RMG-17)

Reactor Building Incore Instrument

Room (RMG-18)

Reactor Building Fuel Handling
Bridge (RMG-16)

Make up Tank Room (RMG-6)

Make up Pump Room (RMG-10)

Liquid Process

Monitors Reactor Coolant Letdown (RML-1)-

Gas Process,

'

Monitors - Reactor Building Purge (RMA-1:pgi)
Auxiliary Building Exhaust (RMA-2:pgi)
Reactor Building Air (RMA-6:pgi)
Condenser Vacune Pump Discharge

(RMA-12:g)

.

All the above monitors appeared to be operable and had been
calibrated as required by Technical Specifications.

.

I
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Each of the above monitor channels includes an alarm for high
,

level and instrument failure. In addition, the output of each
;

{ monitor is recorded on a multipoint stripchart to allow analysis

of monitor performance and response. Gas process monitors may
have channels and readouts for particulate, iodine, or gas activity.

The number and types of channels are indicated above by the "p, F,

i" notation for particulate, gas, and iodine respectfully. It should

i be noted that airborne activity containing noble gas activity will

cause the iodine channel to over respond due to noble gas holdup on

i the charcoal filter. The information discussed in following paragraphs

was derived from analysis of stripchart recordings, monitor readouts

at specific times as recorded by individuals in the control room, and

correlation with the chronological listing of alarms from the annun-

ciator printout.

b. In general, response of the above monitors provided assurance
that fuel damage had not occurred and that there were no releases

of radioactivity to the environment. Area monitors in the Make-up

pump and tank areas (RMG-6 and RMG-10) showed a downward trend in

radiation levels indicating no release of radic1ctivity to the

reactor coolant system that would have indicated failed fuel. The

reactor coolant letdown monitor (RML-1) also showed no increase,
further supporting the conclusion that the fuel was undamaged.

The condenser exhaust monitor (RMA-12) showed no increase in
activity indicating no increase in primary to secondary leakage

i during the time immediately following the trip. The reactor

building purge and auxiliary building exhaust monitors provideo
'

data indicating no airborne radioactivity was being released to

the environment. It should be noted that a reactor building

purge had been in progress for several days and was promptly termi-

nated prior to loss of reactor coolant through the RCDT rupture disc.

Analysis of filters from RMA-1, in place during the event, indicated

normal activity levels for the purge prior to the reactor trip.

a

I
i
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c. The monitors related directly to the containment all showed
increases indicating activity had been released to containment

|
' from the reactor coolant system. The reactor building air monitor

(RMA-6) showed a prompt rise on both the iodine and gas channels.
The response of the iodine channel decreased over the next two
hours as the result of the RMA-6 sample lines being isolated in
conjunction with the automatic reactor building isolation at
2:44 p.m.. The rate of decay, based on analysis of stripchart
data, is consistent with half lives of short lived particulates

that would have collected on a particulate filter loaded with the
charcoal cartridge. The RMA-6 gas channel response, increasing
from 600 cpm to 220,000 cpm prior to isolation, corresponds to an

-3estimated air concentration of 4 x 10 uCi/cc. Subsequent
-2containment air samples indicated concentrations of 2 x 10

uCi/cc. Since the RMA-6 sample line was isolated at 2:44 p.m.,
the response of RMA-6 is consistent with sample results drawn
after the containment air was well mixed.

d. The reactor building area monitors (RMG-16 thru 19) all responded
promptly to the release of radioactivity. Considerable attention
was given to the dome monitor (RMG-19) response of 50 R/hr at

2:45 p.m. The dome monitor alarmed (Setpoint was 10R/hr) at 14:34
according to the annunicator alarm printout. This time is consis-

tent with analysis of stripchart recordings and handwritten time
and data records of plant staff in the control room. From the 50

R/hr peak the dome monitor response decayed off with an effective
half life of approximately 15 minutes. The other monitor channels
(RMG-16, 17, 18) all showed a prompt rise in a time frame consistent
with other monitor indications. The Fuel Bridge Monitor showed

an initial drop from 600 ar/hr to 25 mr/hr followed several
minutes later by a rise to 200 mr/hr. Since this monitor is
located such that there is little shielding between it and the

core vessel, the drop is indicative of the reactor trip at 2:24 p.m.
The incore instrument area monitor (RMG-18) increased from 50

1
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mR/hr to a maximum of 4000 mR/hr. The personnel hatch monitor

(RMG-17) increased from 1.5 mR/hr to 250 mR/hr. These last three
monitors all peaked at about 3:30 p.m. and decayed to levels of

40-80 ar/hr over the next six hours.

:

Two related inconsistencies in the four monitors response were

identified: (1) the high response o'l the dome monitor relative
to the others and; (2) the fast decay of dome monitor response
compared to the other monitors. Two possible explanations have

been discussed involving short lived noble gas activity and a

possible " plume" effect of gases discharged from the Reactor
1

Coolant Drain Tank. I
1

|

Calculations performed by NRC staff indicate the 50 R/hr response
could be the result of short lived gas activities (i.e. , Xe-138,

Kr-89) which would have been present in the reactor coolant. In ,

!

fact, the 15-minute " half life" decay of RMG-19 corresponds well j

with the Xe-138 half life of 14.2 minutes. However, if a substan- |

tial amount of short lived activity had been released, one would

have expected other monitors to have responded in a similar
fashion to the dome monitor. It is also possible that the release

of activity from the reactor coolant drain tank might have vented

through a penetration into the "D-ring", a shield wall surrounding

the steam generators. The D-ring would then have provided a i

relatively free path for the hot radioactive gases to rise due to |
ventialtion flow and thermal lift in a " plume". This plume could4

have come out of the top of the D-ring in the vicinity of the l

dome monitor resulting in a much higher response and faster decay
of response as the plume dispersed throughout the reactor building.

No definite conclusions can be drawn about the discrepancies
between the dome and other monitors until ventilation flow studies,

calibrations, etc. are performed. These tests and the discrep-

ancies will be examined during subsequent inspections (80-14-04).

.

I
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6.2.2 Inplant Surveys
1

a. The inplant chem / rad staff, in addition to taking and analyzing

various samples (see section 6.D) conducted special radiation
surveys in the auxiliary building to provide early identification

of a gross release of activity to the reactor coolant system or

the Auxiliary Building. These surveys focused on radiation

levels in general areas, reactor coolant system letdown prefilter

area, and other systems with reactor coolant. These surveys

confirmed process monitor indications that no releases of activity

beyond the reactor building and no gross release of radioactivity

to the reactor coolant system had occurred. These surveys were

begun at approximately 3:30 p.m. ard were put on a routine four

hour schedule at 10:00 p.m. These surveys involved both gamma

and beta radiation level estimates utilizing "open/ closed window"
ion chamber readings. No abnormal radiation levels were identified.

b. One additional topic involving radiation protection was reviewed

and discussed in detail with licensee management representatives.
This item concerns the entry of workers into containment during

power operation. On February 26, two workers were in containment

on the 95 foot elevation reassembling a ventilation fan (AHF-1B).

The workers entered containment, under radiation work permit No.
80-84, at 12:45 p.m. The containment entry log indicates they
exited at 2:25 p.m., however, personnel access hatch alarms show

the actual exit to be at 2:10 p.m. The workers apparently exited

for a break and planned on reentering later. Discussions with

operations personnel indicated the security guard was promptly
contacted from the control room after the reactor trip and the

exit of two workers verified verbally. The containment entry

log was incomplete in that one worker had not initialed the

signout log. The incomplete log caused some concern on the part
of chem / rad staff until they verified both workers were not in

containment. A review of station procedures revealed no general

,
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procedure for reactor building entry, at power, exists. The
weekly surveillance procedure for reactor building entry includes
some controls, however, this procedure would not apply for other
maintenance entries like those on February 26. The inspector had
no questions concerning site actions in this area in that the
control room staff was aware that workers might be in the reactor

building and prompt verification of the workers exit was made.
However, the control room is apparently not required to know when
workers are in the reactor building. The inspector reviewed
security guard general orders concerning reactor building entries,
however, these are not of a procedrual nature and do not include
control room notifications. The inspector discussed with chem / rad
and operations staff this concern relative to control room notifi-
cation of entries and a related question about use of the reactor

building evacuation alarm. The inspector asked the licensee to
consider the feasibility of sounding the reactor building alarm
on every reactor trip or transient if workers are in the reactor

building. This would probably allow several minutes for workers
to exit prior to a release of activity from the reactor coolant |

system due to any small leak triggered by the trip. Some questions

concerning audibility of this alarm were also discussed with
several operators. The inspector stated the control and evacu-
ation of personnel entering the reactor building at power would
be reviewed further during subsequent inspections (80-14-05). l

.

|
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6.3 Confirmatory Measurements and Environmental Monitoring
4

6.3.1 NRC Confirmatory Measurements of Inplant Samples

NRC Mobile Laboratory Unit 21 arrived at the Crystal River Site at
approximately 8:00 p.m. on February 26, 1980. The Mobile Laboratory's
gamma ray spectroscopy system was used for verifying selected licensee

inplant and environmental measurements.

Analyses of inplant samples included:
'

,

1. Particulate filter and charcoal cartridge from RMA1 vent monitor, '

sampling period: 2-26-80/1204 through 2-26-80/2054

2. Waste tank liquid sample before transfer of reactor building sump
water, sampled on 2-28-80/1130

3. Warte tank liquid sample after transfer of reactor building sump
water, sampled on 2-28-80/1912

4. Evaporator condensate storage tank liquid sample (SDL-1) sampled
on 2-27-80/0248

The .4RC results along with available licensee results are given in
Table 6.3.1.

The results for the RMAI vent samples are consistent with licensee
results and confirmed that radioactivity releases from the reactor
building following the reactor trip were negligible. The noble gas
and radioiodine activities associated with the charcoal cartridge from
RMA1 were consistent with levels expected from the containment gas
purge that was in progress at the time of the reactor trip.

I

|
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Waste tank liquid samples were collected before and after transfer of
the reactor building sump water to estimate radionuclide c oncentrations

,

in the reactor building sump water. This was neces ary because the
reactor building sump water was transferred to a wai.e tank containing
some liquid waste from previous activities.

The licensee's measurement of the liquid waste sample was in agreement
with the NRC analysis. The sample from the evaporator condensate
storage tank was representative of a liquid discharge on February 27,
1980, and the analysis showed no detectable radioactivity.

6.3.2 NRC Confirmatory Environmental Measurements

The licensee initiated the emergency environmental monitoring survey
team and the first air sample was collected on February 26, 1980, at
3:40 p.m. This program consisted of a gross radioactivity survey
around the site perimeter every four hours using a portable survey
meter with a HP-210 probe. The survey results were recorded in cpm
and logged on survey forms. Durir; each survey air samples were
collected with a gasoline powered 5 *:p by pumping air through a
particulate filter and charcoal cartridge. Dose rates were also
measured at each routine environmental air sampling location. The
particulate filter and charcoal cartridges were delivered to the
licensee's radiochemistry laboratory where the filters were counted

for gross beta activity and the charcoal cartridges by gamma ray
spectroscopy (GeLi detectors). The licensee initially only counted
th charcoal cartridge from every other survey due to the heavy sample
load. The particulate filter and charcoal cartridges that were collected
by the licensee during the period from 3:40 p.m. on February 26, 1980,
to 4:30 a.m. on February 27, 1980, were analyzed by the NRC to confirm
the licensee's analyses. In addition, an air particulate filter and
charcoal cartridge from the environmental air monitoring station in
downtown Crystal River were obtained from the State of Florida Depart-
mest of Health and Rehabilitative Services and coanted by the NRC to

.
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measure radionuclide concentrations in air. The results of NRC analyses

are presented in Table 6.3.2 along with the licensee results where

applicable. These results showed no elevated radioactivity levels in
air. Additional surveys by the licensee through 12:40 p.m. on February 28,
1980, at also showed no elevated radioactivity levels in air.

6.3.3 Environmental Monitoring by USEPA

The USEPA Eastern Environmental Radiation Facility responded to the

Crystal River accident with the advance team arriving at approximately
10:00 p.m. on February 26, 1980. The advance team set up nine TLD
stations by midnight on February 26, 1980, with a total of 21 stations

in operation by 8:00 a.m. on February 27, 1980. In addition to the

TLD stations, recording pressurized ion chambers (PICS) were set up at
four locations near the site. Air samples were collected at the four

PIC stations by collecting particulate radioactivity and radioiodine

on particulate filters and charcoal cartridges. One vegetation sample

was collected at the FPC District Office on February 27, 1980. The

air samples and vegetation sample were analyzed by gamma ray spectroscopy

and the results indicated no elevated radioactivity levels. All

preliminary data from the EPA monitoring program showed no elevated
radioactivity or radiation levels in the vicinity of the site.

The lead onsite EPA representative indicated on February 28, 1980,
that they would maintain their surveillance with reduced staffing

(reduction from eight to four) until the anticipated containment purge
wts complete. The EPA monitoring activities at Crystel River will be

documented in an EPA report.

6.3.4 Environmental Monitoring by FPC and State of Florida

In addition to the emergency environmental surveys discussed in Para-

graph 6.3.2., the routine environmental monitoring program was utilized
to provide additional information regarding the potential environmental

.
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consequences of the accident. The routine environmental monitoring.

program is conducted jointly by a contract with the University of
Florida, Department of Environmental Engineering Sciences in Gainesville,
Florida and a grant to the State of Florida Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services in Orlando, Florida. The routine environmental
sampling stations are shown in Figures 1 and 2 and described in Table
6.3.3 (taken from Crystal River Unit 3 Environmental Technical Specifi-
cations).

The State of Florida collected air samples and TLDs between 9:30 p.m.
and midnight on February 28, 1980, from the following locations: C04,

C07, C09, (TLD only), C18, C26, C40, and C46. In addition, direct

radiation levele were measured with a Ludlum Micro R survey meter at
the FPC Crystal River Office, the Holiday Inn on Route 19, and the
intersection of the site access road and Route 19. The direct radiation
levels ranged from 4-6 micro R/hr and were consistent with expected
background levels. The results of the accumulated exposure on the
TLDs for an exposure period of approximately 530 hours were as
follows:

TLD Location Exposure, mrem

004 3.3 1 0.3,

C07 3.3 i 0.3

C09 3.5 1 0.3

C18 4.7 i 0.4
~

C26 13.5 1.1

C40 6.2 i 0.5

C46 3.7 0.3

The external radiation levels measured at the TLD locations were
consistent with normal background levels at these stations. Locations
C07 and C09 are locations that were downwind from the plant during the
accident. The external radiation level at location C26 was much
higher than those at the other locations and was attributed to construc-
tion activities near this site which may expose the TLDs to ores that

.
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have high natural radioactivity levels.

The air monitoring stations were also in service for approxistely 5.5
hours. The particulate filter and charcoal samples cartridges were
counted by gamma ray spectroscopy with a Ge(Li) counting system. All
samples showed no elevated radioactivity concentrations in air from
the Crystal River plant. The sample from the air sampling location in
Crystal River was counted by the NRC as discussed in Paragraph 6.3.2.

Samples and dosimeters at stations maintained by the University of
Florida were collected between 8:00 a.m. and 12:00 a.m. on February 27,

1980. The various sampling locations and measurements were as follows:

Location Sample Type or Measurement

C04 External Radiation (TLD)
C40 External Radiation, Vegetation

C41 External Radiation (TLD) Vegetation

C43 External Radiation (TLD), Air Sample, Vegetation

C46 External Radiation (TLD)
C14H External Radiation (TLD)
C14M External Radiation (TLD)
C14G External Radiation (TLD)
C05 Vegetation

C40 Green Leafy Vegetable

The air samples and vegetation were analyzed for gamma ray emitting

; radionuclides. No results were available from the University of

Florida as of March 4, 1980. The results will be given in a future

licensee environmental report.

6.3.5 Evaluation of Emergency Environmental Monitoring Capability

Although the accident did not result in significant releases to the
environmental, the plant's environmental monitoring response capability

,
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may not have been adequate if there had been significant releases
immediately following the accident. The response capabilities of the
State of Florida and University of Florida are adequate in terms of
equipment and personnel, but their response time would probably be at
least four hours. The plant's health physics staff would be responsible
for offsite and onsite environmental monitoring, inplant radiation
surveys, personnel monitoring, and post accident sampling and analysis.
If a serious accident occurred during a backshift with only two health
physics technicians on duty, it does not appear that coverage would be
adequate immediately following the' accident. The apparent lack of
capability for prompt collection and assessment of TLDs following an
accident will be reviewed further during subsequent inspections (80-14-9).

i
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TABLE 6.3.1

ANALYSES OF INPLANT SAMPLES FROM CRYSTAL RIVER NUCLEAR PLANT

FEBRUARY 26-29, 1980

~

Concentration, pCi/cc i la
Sample Description Isotope NRC FPC

Particulate Filter RMA-1 Cs-137 <10-18pci/cc
Monitor, 2-26-80
1204 to 2054

Charcoa Cartridge RMA-1 I-131 2.1 i 0.5E-12 <7E-13
Vent Monitor, 2-26-80
1204 to 2054

Waste Tank Before Transfer Xe-131M 9 i 2E-4 N/A
of Reactor Building Sump Water Xe-133M 1.30.1 0.06E-3
2-28-80 at 1130 Xe-133 9.11 0.01E-2

Xe-135 4.7 i 0.2E-4
Mn-54 2.7 0.4E-5,
Co-58' '1.13 0.01E-3
Co-60 8.2 1 0.5E-5
Mo-99 1.5 1 0.4E-4
I-131 8.0 1 0.1E-3
I-133 2.24 1 0.02E-3
Cs-134 1.58 i 0.02E-3
Cs-136 2.10 0.08E-4
Cs-137 2.13 1 0.02E=3

Waste Tank After Transfer Xe-133 9.10 1 0.04E-2 NR
of Reactor Building Sump Water Xe-133M 1.1 1 0.4E-3 NR
2-28-80 at 1912 Xe-135 9.3 1 4E-4 NR

Na-24 3.9 i 0.5E-4 ND
MN-54 4.4 1 0.7E-4 4.9 0.8E-4
Mo-99 5.93 1 0.09E-3 4.8 0.5E-3
Co-58 5.3 1 0.1E-3 4.7 1 0.1E-3
Co-60 2.23 1 0.09E-3 2.2 1 0.1E-3
I-131 1.75 i'O.01E-1 1.50 1 0.01E-1
1-133 3.19 1 0.03E-2 2.67 1 0.03E-2
Cs-134 1.36 1 0.02E-2 1.19 0.02E-2
Cs-136 3.4 0.1E-3 3.0 1 0.1E-3
Cs-137 1.73 0.02E-2 1.56 1 0.02E-2

Evaporator Condensate I-131 <1.3 x 10-7 NA
Storage Tank
2-27-80

t

ND = Not Detected
NA = Not Analyzed -

NR = Detected but not reported

i
I
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TABLE 6.3.2

ANALYSES OF EINIRONMENTAL AIR SAMPLES NEAR CRYSTAL RIVER PLANT
FEBRUARY 26-27, 1980

Concentration, UCi/cc
Sample Type Location Date/ Time Isotope NRC FPC

Particulate Filter Coal Crusher House 2-26-80/1540 Cs-137 <5E-12 Gross Beta:<3.8E-12
~0.5 miles SW of
Reactor Building

*

Charcoal Cartridge - I-131 <2.9E-12 <3.8E-12

Particulate Filter Coal Car Tripper 2-26-80/2012 Cs-137 <1E-ll Gross Beta:2.3E-10
~.4 miles SE of
Reactor Building

Charcoal Cartridge I-131 <5E-12 <l.4E-ll

Particulate Filter ~0.5 miles SSW of 2-27-80/0055 Cs-137 <4E-12 Cross Beta:3.3E-ll,

g Reactor Building
~

7 Charcoal Cartridge I-131 <2E-12 NA

Particulate Filter ~0.5 miles SW of 2-27-80/0430 Cs-137 <5.6E-13 Cross Beta:5E-ll
Reactor Building

Charcoal Cartridge I-131 <2E-12 <2E-12

Particulate Filter State of Florida 2-27-80/0040 Cs-137 <5.6E-13 NA
Air Station in' City

~

Charcoal Cartridge of Crystal River 2-27-80/0040 I-131 <3E-13 NA

~7.5 miles ESE of
pla'nt

;

|
|

NA a Not Analyzed |

The MDA for Cs-137 is tabulated for particulate filters since no plant related radioactivity was detected. |

|
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b* * Table 6.3.3
,

OPERATIONAL SAMPLE STATION LOCATIONS

"

Station Distance from Direction from
,

Number Location plant (miles) plant

C01 Levy County Park 4.9 NW-

West end State. Road 40 -

C04 State Park Old Dam on 6.3 ENE

River near road intersection

C05 Entrance to;Hollins Wood 3.8 ENE
Ranch

C07 Crystal River Public 7.5 ESE
Water Plant

C09 Citrus County Park 3.2 S

West End State Road 44

C10 Indian Waters Public 5.9 ESE
Water Supply

C13 Mouth of Intake Canal 3.4 WSW

C14H Head of Discharge Canal 0.1 NW

C14M Midway out Discharge Canal 1.5 W

C14G Gulf of Mexico end of 2.8 W
Discharge Canal

C15 Withlacoochee River 5.0 N
Yankeetown Dock
Isaac Walton Lodge

C18 Yankeetown City Well 5.2 N

C19 NW Corner State Road 8.5 ENE
488 and State Road 495

C26 FPC Substations on State Rd. 16.6
^

E
491 between Beverly Hills
and Holdcr

.

.
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OPERATIONAL SAMPLE STATION LOCATIONS (cont'd)

Distance from Direction from
Station
Number Location plant (miles) plant

'

C27 Ralston Purina Research 0.6 5457

Facility between Intake
and Discharge Canals

C29 Discharge Area 2.0 W

'

C30(a) Intake Area 3.6 WSW

C40 On site near N.E. 3.5 E

Boundary at excavated
pond and pump station

C41 Onsite meteorological 0.4 SSW

C43 S.E. cornar Hollins 4.7 ESE
,

Wood

C45 Between C40 and C46 NA NA

C46 North Pump Station 0.4 N-

C47 Univ. of Fla.,Gainesville 52.0 NNE

C48 To'be determined from
Anual Vegetable
Garden Census

C49 To be determined from
Semiannual Milk ,

-

Animal Census

C50 To be within 10 miles
of the Plant

C51 To be within 10 miles
of the Plant

(a)This station is considered as background station for marine sampling.

(11. !
1
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6.4 Radioactive Waste Management

6.4.1 Source, Analyses, and Processing of Radioactive Liquids

a. With the failure of the Reactor Coolant Drain Tank rupture disc

at 2:27 p.m., reactor coolant (from Pressurizer relief valves,

reactor coolant pump seal water, etc.) was released to the floor
of the reactor building. Based on mass balance calculations, an

estimated 43,000 gallons of water were released to the reactor

building floor. The reactor building sump has a capacity of

10,000 gallons so the extra water flooded the 95 Foot elevation

of the reactor building to an estimated depth of 6 inches.

The following paragraphs detail sample analyses, processing, and
releases of this activity. It should be noted that, at the time

of the reactor trip, a reactor building purge, waste gas decay

tank release, and a liquid release were in progress. These

releases were all routine in nature and all were promptly termi-

nated when the reactor tripped. During days subsequent to

February 26, the " pre-event" liquid and gas inventories were
,

'

released to provide maximum inplant capacity for processing the

liquid on the floor of the reactor building. An NRC radiation

specialist reviewed each of these releases prior to their initi-

ation to assure compliance with regulatory requirements. During

the immediate time yeriod following the reactor trip, essentially

no radioactivity was released from the plant to the environment.

A very minute quantity of radioactivity, currently estimated at

less'than 0.01 percent of Technical Specification limits, was-

released when the main steam dump valves opened relieving secondary
system pressure to the atmosphere. This is discussed further

below.

|
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b. The source of radioactivity in the reactor building was activated

corrosion and fission product in the reactor coolant system

(RCS). A discussion of reactor coolant activity is, therefore,
appropriate. Prior to the reactor trip, reactor coolant sample

analyses showed activity of: Total gamma = 2.2 pCi/cc and Dose
Equivalent Iodine (DEI) = 0.2 pCi/cc. Following a reactor trip
(or any power change in excess of 15 percent in one hour) reactor
coolant samples are taken to monitor system activity, particularly
an increase in DEI due small leaks in the fuel. These " iodine
spikes" have been seen frequently at this site and reported as
Licensee Event Reports (LERs). Reactor coolant sample times and
DEI data are tabulated below:

Date: 2/26 2/26 2/26 2/27 2/27 2/27 2/27
Time: 1615 1904 2135 0058 0615 0855 1255

DEI:(uCi/cc) 0.59 0.57 0.83 1.45 1.1 0.98 0.94

The first two samples were taken while the reactor was being
cooled via natural circulation. The results, while showing an
increase over pre-trip levels, did not show the normally experi-
enced iodine spike and, therefore, are questionable as being true
representative of the reactor coolant system activity level.
However, since there was an increase in DEI, it is reasonable to
assume some mixing occurred and the samples were adequate to

confirm the fuel clading had not been damaged. Samples taken
after the reactor coolant pumps were started at 9:07 p.m., showed

an iodine spike which was consistent with previous experiences.

Technical Specification 3.4.8.a requires 4 hour sampling of the
reactor coolant system when DEI exceeds luci/cc. The licensee

notified NRC representatives on site on February 27 that they had
failed to meet the 4 hour limit between samples at 0:58 a.m. andI

6:15 a.m. on 2/27. The licensee submitted an LER to the Region
II Office on 2/27. Corrective Actions will be reviewed after.

i

receipt of the 14 day report due March 12, 1980.

i
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As discussed earlier, an estimated 43,000 gallons of reactorc.

coolant were released to the reactor building through the broken
Reactor Coolant Drain Tank rupture disc. It was assumed this
liquid would have concentrations of radioactivity similar to the
the reactor coolant levels discussed above. Plans for processing
and disposal of this liquid were begun on February 26 and initial
proposals called for processing this waste through the normal
liquid waste system. In this system contaminated liquids are
collected in tanks in the Auxiliary Building, processed by
evaporation, with the evaporator condensate going to one of two
10,000 gallon evaporator condensate storage tanks (ECST). These

tanks are usually mixed, sampled and released to the discharge
canal as routine releases.

Rather than discharge the ECST to the environment, a supplemental
line was modified to allow transfer to the "B" Spent Fuel Pool

(B-SFP). The line modification was hydrostatically tested prior
to use. Water from B-SFP could then be transferred to the Borated
Water Storage Tank (BWST) through existing lines. This flow path
would recycle the water in the reactor building, while recovering

|

BWST level and eliminate the long recirculation, sample, and
analysis time required for a release to the discharge canal.
Chemistry Specifications on ECST water would need to be checked

prior to transfer to B-SFP, however, this is relatively fast
compared with isotopic analyses. This process was initiated with
the transfer of 4100 gallons from the reactor building sump to
the Miscellaneous Waste Storage Tank (MWST) on February 28.

Analyses of water in the MWST before and after the transfer were

performed to estimate activities in the reactor building sump
water. Confirmatory isotopic analyses were performed by NRC

staff (see section 6.3). Inspector calculations estimated reactt-

building sump water, using DEI values, to have a DEI of approxi-
mately 0.5 pCi/cc. This is consistent with reactor coolant DEI

i
,
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m
values discussed previously. A question concerning possible
changes in reactor building sump water radioactivity was raised
since no recirculation or mixing was possible. To provide an

*

indication of any significant change in the compo ition of the

water, a remote readout radiation monitor was installed on the

feed line to the waste evaporator. This monitor had an alarm

with a set point of approximately twice background (background
based on radiation levels in the evaporator cubicle with no feed

stream).

6.4.2 Source, Analyses, and Processing of Airborne Radioactivity

Airborne activity released to the reactor building resulted froma.

the off-gasing of noncondensible isotopes from the reactor coolant
system that were essentially vented through the reactor coolant
drain tank rupture disc. The largest portion of activity released
was radioactive noble gases with lesser quantities of radioiodines
and particulates. The principle isotopes of interest were Xe-133
and I-131, the former as it constituted over 80 percent of all
the airborne activity, the later as it became the controlling
isotope with respect to releasing the activity. Reactor building
air was two available system for drawing samples. One uses the

sample lines associated with the reactor building air monitor
(RMA-6, see Paragraph 6.2.1.d). In response to items identified

in the ongoing review of Three Mile Island, the licensee was
requested to install a second, emergency sampling facility. At
Crystal River 3, this second system was used to draw the first
two reactor building air samples on February 26. Because of the
design of the emergency system, the airflow is inadequate to draw
a good charcoal sample for radioiodine analysis. A third sample
taken at 2:30 a.m. on February 27 used the normal RMA-6 system.

..

These results are summarized below.

.
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Date Time System I-131 Xe-133

2/26 0145 RMA-6 7.5 x 10-8 1 x 10-5 (pretrip)

2/26 1750 Emergency x 1.7 x 10-2

2/26 2155 Emergency x 2.8 x 10-2

2/27 0230 RMA-6 1 x 10-6 2.0 x 10-2

The consistency of values between the emergency and RMA-6 sample

systems demonstrates the validity of both systems to provide
representative samples. Using these concentrations, the total

inventory of airborne radioactivity was calculated to be 1900

curies of noble gas isotopes, with Xe-133 constituting 1600
curies, and 0.06 curies of radioiodines.

b. Airborne radioactivity in the reactor building is typically

released using the 45000cfm purge system. Included in this

system are: charcoal and HEPA filter banks, a post filter air

monitor (RMA-1), and associated sampling capability. Using
bypass ventilation, purge rates from 5000 to 45000 cfm have been

routinely performed. Due to a delay in bringing the reactor

coolant system to cold shutdown, any consideration of initiating

a reactor building purge soon after the trip was deferred.

c. On Febr2ary 29,1980, preparation for initiation of a reactor

building purge was started. The gas sample was taken at 3:00 p.m.

and the sample analysis showed Xe-133 concentrations down to 1.4
x 10-2 pCi/cc. An iodine sample, using a charcoal filter, was

drawn earlier and showed I-131 concentrations of 2.8 x 10-5
pCi/cc (DEI = 2.9 x 10-5). Licensee staff concluded the water on

the reactor building floor was the probable source of this large

increase in DEI. Since the water has a relatively high DEI

concentration of 0.5 pCi/ce, and an expected pH below 7, the
iodine in the water would continue to offgas and radioiodine

concentrations could be expected to continue rising. A second

|
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f. n *
charcoal sample was taken at 7:15 and showed an I-131 concentration3

of 4.1 x 10-5 pCi/cc. This corresponds to a total radioiodine

inventory of approximately 2.3 curies. Technical Specification

2.4.1.A(2) 'imits the release rate of radioiodines to 2.86 x 10-5
Ci/sec. Assuming 90 percent efficiency of the purge charcoal

filter system, a purge flow of 5000 cfm would correspond to 34

percent of the release lim ?.. With the iodine concentrations
;

increasing, facility management concluded 34 percent did not
provide an adequate margin to allow purge initiation. It was

decided that top priority was to be given to processing the water

out of the reactor building (se e paragraph 6.4.1.c). In addition,

reactor building air samples were put on an 8 hour schedule to
provide a reliable dita base for radioiodine trends to be used

when a purge was to be initiated.

d. On March 1,1980, due to the cooldown of the reactor building and
reactor systems, reactor building pressure went slightly negative.

The licensee proposed restoring pressure through the instrument
i

air system. At this time it was also proposed that a reactor

building " mini purge" would be possible using an installed reactor
building post accident pressure equlization system. This system
consists of a 3 inch vent line with low flow rate measuring
rotometers venting through the purge filters. The motive force

is reactor building pressure, so it was proposed, that using the
instrument air system, pressure be increased to 1 psig and the
equalization system opened. Estimates of flow, based on equali-
zation system tests, were made indicating flow rates of several

hundred cfm could be expected. At this low flow rate, the purge
charcoal-filter efficiency could be expected to be higher than 90
percent so the release would be on the order of one percent of
Technical Specification limits. With the initiation of the

minipurge on March 2, a charcoal sample downstream of the filtars
1

was drawn one hour after startup and every eight hours after
that.

1
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The initial samples showed radioiodines being released at a small
fraction of one percent of Technical Specification limits for

radioiodines. !
1
<

d. The initiation of a " normal" reactor building purge began at |

approximately 9:00 a.m. on March 5, 1980. Reactor Building air

samples, taken between March 1 and March 4, showed radioiodine

concentrations stable at 3 to 5 x 10-5 pCi/cc. Purge flow was

throttled back to a maximum of 2500 cfm and calculations, verified j

by independent inspector calculations, estimated the maximum
release rate of radiciodines to be 15 to 20 percent of Technical

Specification limits. Samples taken 30 minutes after initiation

of the purge showed released concentrations of 6.7 x 10-10-pCi/cc

(I-131). This corresponds to 0.05 percent of the release limit.

D.3 Seconda ry System Activity

a. During routine operations, a small amount of radioactivity exists

in the secondary system. This radioactivity is removed from the

system by condensate demineralizers and normal steam concentrations

of I-131 are on the order of 10-10 pCi/cc. With the reactor

trip, the steam dump valves opened for approximately one minute

and preliminary calculations indicate this release to be below

.001% of release limits. These calculations are based on corre-

lation with an analysis of a previous steam dump.

b. Liquid Samples taken February 27 of the secondary side of the steam

generators showed I-131 concentrations of 2 x 10-4 pCi/cc. Trace

levels of I-131 were also found in turbine building sump composite

samples, however, these levels are similar to those experienced

with previous plant trips and were not unexpected.

i
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7.0 EXIT INTERVIEW
.

R. H. Wessman met with D. Poole, Plant Manager, and G. Moore, Assistant

Vice President-Power Production on March 17, 1980 to discuss NRC findings
concerning this event. Mr. Wessman summarized the inspection report, the
one item of noncompliance regarding emergency plan implementation and
several unresolved and inspector followup items.

Mr. Wessman and the licensee discussed emergency plan implementation and

procedures. Florida Power Corporation pointed out that criteria requiring
declaration of a Class "B" emergency condition had never been met, as
defined in their energency plan, since reactor building sprays had not been
actuated. They felt the Class "B" declaration that they made was conserva-
tive. Mr. Wessman stated that, once they declared a Class B emergency,
even if the decision was conservative, they would be bound by Emergency
Plan procedures for a Class B event.

l
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